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PREFACE
 
A major objective of programs of the National Aero­
nautics and Space Administration is to investigate and
 
implement the adaptation of space technology for peaceful
 
uses. As a part of one program, Natural Resource Econ­
omics Division of the Economic Research Service, U.S.
 
Department of Agriculture has conducted a comprehensive
 
study of the potential economic benefits and systems
 
of data acquisition from agricultural resource surveys
 
by remote sensing methods. The main objective of the
 
overall study was to provide guides for a long-range
 
program of research and operations in the acquisition of
 
data on agricultural and related resources by remote
 
sensing methods through defining potential applications,
 
assessing the relative importance of these applications,
 
and specifying the requirements for data in each appli­
cation area. The Center for Aerial Photographic Studies,
 
Cornell University, was asked to assist in this work and
 
as a subcontractor to the Economic Research Service, has
 
conducted a twelve month study-of potential world-wide
 
benefits to be derived from remote sensing of agricul­
tural, forest, and range resources.
 
This investigation was conducted under the super­
vision of Professor Donald J. Belcher, Director of the
 
Center, and Research Associates Ernest E. Hardy, Ronald
 
L. Shelton, and Eugene L. Schepis. Mr. Percy R. Luney
 
served as the Economic Research Service Contracting
 
Officer's -DesignatedRepresentative and Drs. Robert C.
 
Otte and Simon Baker and other Natural Resource Econ­
omics Division staff members provided valuable assist­
ance in many phases of this work.
 
Since the material in this report was produced through
 
interviews, conferences and letters involving hundreds
 
of professionals with expertise in the agricultural,
 
forest, range, and related fields of interest, the state­
ments and estimates of benefits made herein are based
 
on their judgments and do not necessarily reflect the
 
endorsement of their respective agencies. Acknowledgment
 
of the work of the many individuals who participated in
 
or contributed to this study are included in Appendix A.
 
PART ONE
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Remote sensing is a means of providing infor­
mation. The justification for obtaining the information
 
remotely lies in the demonstration that unique advantages
 
over other means and gains in information acquisition are
 
thereby made possible. The practical values to result
 
from remote sensing, however, depend upon the actual
 
values of the uses to which the information is put.
 
The main portion of this report explores the
 
uses and associated values of the information which can
 
now or in the future be provided by remote sensing from
 
conventional and high-flying aircraft and from satellites.
 
Supporting material, comprising technical and economic
 
analyses of these uses (or applications), stemmed from
 
a detailed and critical evaluation of remote sensors and
 
of the agricultural forest, and range resources to which
 
they are applied. The objective of the report is to in­
dicate the magnitude of the potential values that may be
 
derived from remote sensing of these resources.
 
Remote sensing is considered to be any means of
 
gaining information without direct contact. Remote sensing,
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therefore, can refer to information-gatherinm processes
 
involving distances from the object of interest of a few
 
inches or feet to a few miles or even hundreds of miles.
 
Primary emphasis to date has been placed on applications
 
from distances associated with space, high-altitude, or
 
airplane operations, but some applications of great po­
tential value can be carried out on the ground-.
 
Remote sensing in general can provide information
 
with unique and valuable characteristics: unbiased and
 
accurate-information, in real-time (or very nearlv so), in
 
volumes never attainable before, and in useful format.
 
Yet, ability to utilize even the available information to
 
the fullest extent has not been developed.
 
Technical capabilities of individual sensors, as
 
they now function, have been examined and have not been
 
found to impose an immediate barrier to our analysis. Ap­
plications have been considered in terms of what most
 
likely will be feasible at some later date, approximately
 
1975. Progress in the remote sensor field is so rapid
 
that even within the time of this study several new capa­
bilities have been identified.
 
Having eliminated sensor capability as a major
 
restriction, our approach .has been to look at all activ­
ities within agriculture from the point of view of the
 
farmer, rancher, forester, and orofessional a~riculturist,
 
and to ask what information is.or.would be of value to
 
the individual making decisions. ("IAriculture" is con-­
sidered in this report to include forestry and ranpe man-­
arement and troduction.) Information is the only nroduct
 
of remote sensing, and.its major use is in makinr decisions.
 
In agriculture, decisions are made at several levels: by the
 
Secretary of Agriculturei bv state and local aovernment offi­
cials, by fertilizer, seed, machinery, processor, marketinc
 
and transportation personnel, and by the individual farmer.
 
Each level merits separate consideration.
 
Aaried sources were used to determine the several.hun­
'Ired ways. in which agriculture could-use information. -Project
 
staff knowledve was combined with discussions with farmers,
 
food processors, and other a0ricultural industry personnel to
 
provide an indication of advanced reoutrements for knowlede
 
for operational decisions. Several weeks of interviews with
 
government- administrators and apencv officials offered the
 
background for understanding.information recuirements for -ov-­
ernmental oolicv decisions. Basic text books on ecologv, olant
 
breeding, silviculture, forestry, conservation, ranre mana-e­
ment, -aronomv,plant patholoay, entomolpv, airlcultural-'mar.
 
ketinw, and animal husbandry were used extensivelv to identifN7
 
areas of desired information.. Government-publications and
 
contractor reports concerninr remote sensin-7 and possible av
 
ricultural applications were examined. Technical naners.
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journals, and research reports were also used. In addition,
 
many people were contacted by letter for clarification of
 
specific details, and several conferences and seminars were
 
attended (see Appendix A).
 
From these many sources, hundreds of ideas were devel­
oped on how information could be used in agriculture. Some
 
turned out to be of little importance. Others have potential
 
of developing significant impact. Initially, if it appeared
 
that there was even a slight chance of obtainint desired infor­
mation by use of some remote sensor it was considered a pos­
sible use. In addition, if an activity already engaged in by
 
various government aRencies in relation to or with influence
 
on agriculture was identified as a possible application of
 
remote sensinp, it also was considered.
 
The feasibility of every application listed has been
 
confirmed by one or more persons directly associated with the
 
field involved. Thus, whether a use for forestry, range man­
agement or agriculture is under consideration, it is not solely
 
the idea of the authors.
 
The possibilities for applications are so varied and
 
cover such a wide range of agricultural activities that no
 
claim is made relative to the completeness of these listings.
 
It is believed that no major applications have been overlooked
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but there are certain to be'new apolications sup-ested that
 
have not been listed in this report.
 
With revard to the benefits from appticattons, it is
 
clear that-'levels of interpretation of information can have
 
major effect on their magnitude. Automatic sensing and record
 
ing of data based on automatic discreet selectivity of key
 
subject sipnatures amounts to census takinq and is what-we
 
term "first degree interpretation4'--that process of identifvinr
 
an object or item and simply addinv up the area or volume in-­
volved. Such technicues may offer many opportunities to pro­
vide information on subjects where costs previouslv excluded
 
all possibilities of application. It should be noted that
 
almost any reduction in the cost of obtaining raw data increases
 
the number of possible economically feasible applications,
 
thereby increasing the potential for vreater benefits. However,
 
the major part of benefits will be derived at higher levels
 
of interpretation. Analysis and inferential interpretation are
 
.the levels at'which policy, planning development, and other
 
types of decision-making must operate to ensure full benefit
 
from remote sensing. Automatically-tallied census informa­
tion-will be a beneficial, adjuhct to these higher forms of
 
use, but will not accomplish the complete. successful use of
 
remote sensing for peaceful purposes, Accomplishing the
 
latter require that all levels of interpretation be used to
 
realize the potential of the information made available by
 
remote sensin.
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Underlying our assessment of potential benefits is the
 
assumption and condition that remotely sensed information will
 
actually be used to the fullest extent possible, for the ben­
efit of man; through application in fields dealing with the
 
economic: social, and cultural development of Earth's natural
 
and -human resources. It must be pointed out, however, that
 
not all possible applications of remote sensing can qualify as
 
benefits even when one stretches the allowances. ,nerely
 
gathering statistical information amounts to an extravagant
 
waste of money unless the Information is put ttb use -n a way
 
that qualifies as useful or profitable. In-the strictest sense,
 
the mere gathering of census-type data does not qualify as
 
either useful or profitable. It is only through rewards gained
 
from the use of the information that it becomes a benefit.
 
Knowing'the type, acres, or condition of corn grown in country
 
X does not qualify as a benefit' but using the information to
 
improve distribution among countries or within that country,
 
to focus yield improvement measures, or to prevent otherwise
 
unforeseen losses- can produce dollar benefits or the intangible
 
benefits of ensuring a greater supply of food. Many of the
 
uses that have been proposed for remote sensing do not meet our
 
necessary conditions for qualify-ing as benecits. However,-a
 
far greater number of uses have previously been overlooked or
 
omitted that do qualify.
 
PART TWO
 
REMOTE SENSOP'CAPABILITv (circa 1975)
 
Many remote sensors have been offered by industry and
 
by. sciehtists'from educational institutions. The various, sen­
sors fall into classes that can be grouped as (a) photographic,
 
(b) scanners, (c) radar.-

The most important aspects of these classes that re­
main unilluminated by discussion are the interpretation of the
 
image information and the infinite constraints involved in ob­
taining reproducible or even consistent results. For example,
 
in conventional photography a degree of familiarity exists be­
tween the physical shape of a ground object and its image. The
 
same relationship does not exist between the color values of
 
two adjacent plants or two areas of soil. A practically infin­
ite amount of ground control must be amassed for each of the
 
untried sensors. What are we measuring, and what is its sig­
nificance? These are questions to be answered for each.
 
The benefits to be gained from remote sensing are
 
time sensitive in terms of the stage of development of the
 
various sensors. It it safe to say that none are fully devel­
oped as a space sensor.
 
entional black and white photography represents
 
the most advanced stage of development of all sensors. Color
 
photography takes a close second place but other photographic
 
variations follow at a much lower level. Scanning systems and
 
radar lack both development and interpretation support.
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Photography---Panchromatic
 
Little needs to be said in this field. Scale; ground
 
resolution, stereo coverage, reliability of equipment and film
 
are well documented and time tested. Assuming that useful photo­
graphy can be obtained, all of the primary applications of re­
motesensing can be achieved with conventional photography.
 
Photography---Color
 
Other than some minor abnormalities this sensor re­
cord closely approximates the panchromatic record. If any
 
single film type promises more than the panchromatic type, color
 
has the potential of being the primary recording format.
 
Color/Infrared
 
Highly useful for many specific purposes, its chief
 
inhibitor lies in the lack of ground control relatedto vegeta­
tion color. The common assumption that a plant with a specific
 
disease can be identified by this method is erroneous. Color/IR
 
provides a degree of image enhancement for those plants lacking
 
vigor. A plant may be withering for any one of many reasons
 
but this film records only that fact: it does not diagnose the
 
cause.
 
Infrared
 
This type of film has had wide usage in forestry;
 
again to enhance the image of principal tree types. Beyond this
 
use, much is lost related to other details. The ability to
 
sense water content of soil in this or in thermal ranges is sub­
ject to serious question. Near IR photography (0.7-1.0 micron)
 
introduces only confusion in wet land identification and total
 
obscuration of under water features in lakes, ponds and rivers.
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scanner records thermal wavelengths-(3-14
"Deep" IR of the IR 

microns) and reacts only indirectly to moisture through a com­
plex temperature function. A surface wetting of the soil by a
 
rain'shower-for example, will totally mask any indication of
 
the presence or absence of subsurface water.
 
Other Photographic Sensdrs
 
The "literature"' is replete with examples that pur­
port to demonitrate the superiority of one sensor or another.
 
Most establish a basis of comparison by showing a conventional
 
photograph of the same scene and relating it to the enhanced
 
pattern.
 
One cannot examine the "evidence" contained in the
 
majority of these examples without'recognizing the wide gap
 
between the experience of the.physicist who has designed the
 
sensor and that of an earth sci~ntist skilled in the interpre­
tation of earth features.
 
The following examiples hopefully represent a compos­
ite of the story currently being told for the principal sensors.
 
Infrared-

Two photographs, side by side. show an agricultur l
 
field. Photo No. 1 shows a much enhanced drainage pattern in
 
the field as recorded by infra red (near or deep). The second,
 
an aerial photograph, contains a faint corresponding drainage
 
pattetr-. QED: IR enhancement is vastly'superior to standard
 
photography.
 
To read further is to learn that the two photographs
-
were taken months'apart in time when the natural drying of the
 
soil subdues the contrast enhanced by the IR sensor. That this
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same phenomena may have been recorded equally well in pan­
chromatic film is not acknowledged and is probablV not known.
 
Ultra Violet Sensor (Photographic to 1975)
 
In this portion of the spectrum only about five per­
cent of the sunlight is available. At present there seems lit­
tle evidence to justify its consideration and there is much
 
theoretical evidence to show that UV is destined to fail as a
 
remote sensor. The attenuation of the ultra violet in any but
 
the most ideal weather is so serious that UV cannot be seen
 
*as reliable. Further, its discrimination values are largely
 
unproven. One of the citations in the literature suggests that
 
ultra violet light permits the identification of a specific
 
roofing material. The evidence contained in the same photo­
graph shows that any Right-colored roofing material will respond
 
to a degree that is related largely to its angle and orientation
 
with respect to camera and sun.
 
It is difficult to assign particular significance to
 
an image emphasized by UV reflectance and virtuallv no ground
 
control exists that supports an image interpretation of either
 
photographic or scanner origin.
 
Multiband Sensors
 
This system as it is being developed forms a complex
 
means of image enhancement adapted specifically to agriculture
 
--i.e., crop recognition. It is based hopefully on the premise
 
that some unique combination of limited portions of the spec­
trum can be related to a specific crop. At present it appears
 
that, as dependence upon specific wave lengths increases, the
 
manv vagaries of reflectance also increase. Any one portion of
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the spectrum is highly susceptible to a vast array of complex
 
parameters that include chanqes in ground slope, sun angle,
 
moisture content of air and/or soil, breed of plant, degree of
 
maturity,.etc.-

The fact that many sensors are directed toward image
 
enhancement for the primary purpose of automating the informa­
tion retrieval is sometimes lost in the complexity of the
 
approach. Total automation of retrieval of-information is
 
based upon the belief that domestic and world-wide sensing,is
 
beyond human capacitv to.assimilate. This is an unsound prem­
ise especially since it-ignores a systematized human approach
 
that makes use of sampling methods that are inherently more
 
economical, especially when-coupled with sensor sampling in-the
 
field.
 
A rational combination of man and machine will un­
doubtedly be achieved.
 
Image Enhancement
 
To enhance is to make greater--to intensify. In re­
mote sensing this is achieved by developing a greater contrast
 
between an object and its background.i
 
Natural enhancement is generally a time function- ar-­
tificial enhancement is accomplished,by, the sensor usually based
 
upon one or a combination of wave lengths of-light or heat and
 
is not a time function.
 
Natural enhancement is provided by nature or by the
 
habit patterns 6f man. The planting or harvest time of grain
 
crops, the blossoming of mountain laurel, the winter retention
 
of dry leaves by the oak, or the separation of evergreen and
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deciduous trees, are examples. Usina sequential or time-di­
rected photography, almost all crops &re identifiable in black
 
I 
and white photography by natural enhancement alone or in com­
bination with physical or other characteristics. The early
 
mornin- traffic count being a function of the total day's traf­
fic is a form of natural enhancement- photography followinr
 
rainfall provides an enhanced image of soil drainagel sequential
 
photography following rainfall provides a means of assigning
 
numerical values to runoff and infiltration in watersheds.
 
Image enhancement as a means of making it easier for
 
an interpreter was the original intent of a military program.
 
Even in that situation it served more as a substitute for train­
ing rather than a distinct aid to experienced interpreters;
 
furthermore, it applied to small areas in which small objects
 
were sought. The average degree of enhancement over standard
 
photography is probably on the order of ten percent except
 
in the use of heat sensing or certain types of radar that are
 
not truly comparable. The cost of and operational time required
 
for a small degree of enhancement of small objects of military
 
interest is questionable.
 
In the case of agricultural surveillance, image en­
hancement is a very different matter. Basically the interest
 
is to provide imagery that can be automatically taken off the
 
format. Regardless of format this has a strong requirement
 
approaching a black-or-white) yes-or-no, all-or-nothing degree
 
of enhancement. As will be noted inha further section this
 
offers a major handicap yet to be overcome.
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Instant enhancement attempts to override many nat­
ural laws, while natural enhancement utilizes, the established
 
sequence of events in nature and man. Enhancement for military
 
purposes must face a rapid decay of information- the half-life
 
of a military surveillance task is very short as a rule because
 
of the transient nature of many tactical targets. Agricultural
 
surveillance of a crop condition may well have a half-life of
 
from 15 to 30 days, which in the growing season is not an im­
possible period within which to operate.
 
Radar
 
Radar; playing the major role, shares with deep in­
frared the ability to record images under lighting conditions
 
that eliminate the usefulness of photographic components of a
 
complete sensing system.
 
The radar type of supplemental sensor is obviously
 
important as a means of penetrating cloud cover or imaging'
 
during periods of darkness. To agricultural applications, the
 
ability to image without regard to weather takes on a degree
 
of importance that varies with the particular benefit being
 
considered. Further, its importance depends upon the final
 
system selected for Agriculture's program. A system highly
 
.dependent upon radar must await some additional perfection of
 
the equipment.-

Currently, and perhaps for as much as ten Vears in
 
the future, the quality of the radar image obtained during
 
bad weather will not permit crop, qualitv,assessment nor will
 
it discriminate some important details 6tvIdentification.
 
Some of the'inherent handicaps of radar for other purposes
 
appear to be advantages to agriculture. The fact that ade­
quate resolution'6f uniform quality for specific agricultural
 
purposes is obtainable only from side-looking radar means
 
that a wide scan for land use assessment, for example, is
 
available and is particularly useful in overcoming some or­
bital deficiencies. The side-looking aspect does introduce
 
an attenuation of resolution as the signal passes through
 
heavy'cloud layers, but under such circumstances the critical
 
path to the achievement of specific benefits utilizes other
 
sensors and methods compatible with the system.
 
The more fundamental problems that underlie the use
 
of radar are the weight, power requirements, and antenna
 
characteristics. Refinements to accomplish the necessary mod­
ifications for satellite use are only a matter of effort, but
 
these efforts will mature only in the late 1970's or early
 
19801s. In the meantime, those benefits resulting from radar
 
sensing can be achieved by the use of supplemental aircraft.
 
The radar image is deceptively simple, and in the
 
coming decade much can be learned by a program of image eval­
uation related to ground control on specific targets. High
 
quality radar images provide such a sharp picture that their
 
comparison with photography is somewhat misleading. The radar
 
image is a picture of relative energy absorption. -It is
 
known that because crops have differing leaf and stem charac­
teristics they tend to have specific signctures ; however,a
 
great amount of correlation is required to define the limits
 
of energy absorption for individual crops. There is much
 
potential inherent in the ability to sense this "property".
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dalibrations have been made that establish t'air correlations
 
between rock and soil densities. This proposes excitig possi­
bilities in soil mapping- at the same time it-also'demonstrates
 
the complexities that must be resolved,before radar imagery
 
can be automated for recovery or for direct interpretation.
 
It seems inevi-tablethat radar will act both as a
 
supplement to camera systems and as a primary sensor with
 
appl-cations-and benefits-only partially recognized.at present.
 
Scanni-ng Sensors
 
This group of sensors is in a more primitive stage
 
of development. The infrared scanner, because more is known
 
;regardin£ thermal emission; appears to offer the most promising
 
rewards and'benefits. At present none of the scanning sensors
 
are essential to the immediate or long range benefits of remote
 
sensing- in the agricultural world. Continuing research may
 
well develop specific applications that are not now foreseen,
 
or their use as subunits in a subsystem that may support a new
 
method of 'soil, capabil-ity" mapping.
 
Based upon a present combination of distortion
 
characteristics of all-scanners and unsatisfactory resolution
 
for agriculture the product evaluation of these sensors indi­
cates that they may serve best in localized geographic oscanning
 
where guidance from other information sources has been pro­
vided. Optical scanners-in particular appear to be banned from
 
space until space assembly stations are available to assemble
 
delicate optical systems.
 
Lasers
 
In the field 'ofagriculture the laser has not been
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proposed as a primary sensor for directly achieving benefits.
 
In an examination of laser potentials it does not offer
 
obvious advantages that will coordinate with other sensors
 
other than for navigational support, elevation profiles, topo­
graphic data acquisition or information transmission.
 
The monochromatic character of laser light minimizes
 
any advantage that it might otherwise have in-photographic
 
processes. The inability to sustain high energy outputs that
 
will expose film and the accompanying power requirements are
 
fundamental to laser operation.
 
Summary
 
This report has been submitted for comment and'crit­
icism to others interested in remote sensing. This has been
 
particularly important to the final draft of Chapters II and
 
VII because of the intense national interest in seeing every
 
aspect of remote sensing developed.
 
There is a natural and keen competition in the in­
dustry/science community that strives for the recognition and
 
reward thit will focus on the sponsors and sensors that become
 
a part of the satellite packages of the future.
 
We have, where it was believed justified, incorpor­
ated these comments to the benefit of the report.: There
 
remain, unresolved points of difference. These fall into cat­
egories that can be described as follows:
 
The time requiredlto perfect a sensor's performance
 
befoze-committing it to space rmissions.
 
We are less optimistic than some Our "immediate future" ex­
tends by definition to 1975. Few of the advanced generation
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of sensors appear close to this goal. ide are reminded that
 
"research is continuing in various parts of the country" to
 
this end but do not find encouragement for early achievement
 
of these objectives.
 
Physical limitations, environmental handicaps
 
and support requirements.
 
We have found that weight, power requirements, excessively
 
fragile components and a host of attending problems not always
 
amenable to solution by further research comprise a major
 
barrier between some sensors and their place in space. We
 
have recommended in Chapter VII that the use of jet aircraft
 
in conjunction with satellite missions be adopted. This will
 
permit the on-board use of all sensors and it will provide
 
an operational environment vastly more compatible than space.
 
.What does a sensor see?
 
This remains as one of the fundamental areas of dissention.
 
The sensor "sees, and records images without question. The
 
problem revolves around the significance and the reasonable
 
reproduciblity of images obtained from portions of the total
 
spectrum. Will a heat image or an ultra violet image or even
 
a partial-color image remain dependably constant for natural
 
objects--for an hour, a day, a month? Heat sensing and UV are
 
radically sensitive to micro changes in weather and lighting
 
conditions. Current research is showing that color photography
 
is "seeing things that we do not understand at the moment.
 
A dying tree should be recorded in a characteristic color
 
on an IR/Color emulsion but in a disconcerting number of in-­
stances it is not.
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In looking at these problems we see the need for
 
vast-amounts of field work to give significance to sensor im­
agery and to derive the benefits that must justify its use.
 
PART-THREE
 
APPLICATION ECONOMICS
 
Introduction
 
Emphasis during this study has been almost equally
 
distributed between identifying and analyzing technically
 
feasible applications and developing a reasonable and pradti­
cal format for evaluation of their potential benefits. Tech­
nical feasibility has been judged at least intuitively by our
 
statement of each application. Some of these may turn out
 
not to be technically feasible, since we have attempted to be
 
as unrestrictive as possible in view of the uncertain sched­
uling of remote sensing operations and the uncertain rate
 
of development of remote sensor capabilities.
 
The procedures for economic evaluation that.we have
 
developed'reflect these same uncertainties. They also reflect
 
the unique nature of the resourcesinvolved, their extent,
 
and the resulting requirements for remote sensing operations.
 
In addition, limitations have been established by the avail­
ability of information for the evaluation.
 
Numerous alternative approaches to the evaluation
 
were considered and, as is explained subsequently, theoretical
 
concepts were'chosen which seemed best to allow us to ac;c.ont
 
for all the factors just mentioned. Our suggested evaluation
 
ptecedures could have been far more complex, but this would
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reduce the potential for acceptance and understanding of their
 
results and would have detracted from the essential aims of
 
the study. Moreover, any attempt at evaluation runs the risk
 
it is difficult to avoid unrealistic pro­of serious error: 

jections, over-estimation of benefits is a certainty, and
 
cost will almost always be under-estimated. More sophisti­
cated techniques at this initial stage of the evaluation
 
(This in part explains
would simply multiply these errors. 

our lack of attention to market and multiplier effects of
 
remote sensing applications.) Also, too few of the steps
 
necessary in effecting a remote sensing application can be
 
detailed to warrant a programming approach. The result is
 
that it seems appropriate simply to establish a format within
 
which the basic elements of the evaluation are clearly set
 
forth, the best estimates available can be inserted, and
 
missing data are apparent.
 
Concepts and Methodoloay
 
There are few, if any, direct precedents for this
 
type of economic evaluation. Traditional economic theory
 
offers economic logic and structure, not techniques. Adminis­
trative and planning techniques (benefit/cost analysis) de-­
veloped by various federal agencies--primarily in connection
 
with natural resource development projects--can be applied to
 
some applications, but they are not satisfactory for devel­
oping a detailed evaluation framework for a study of the
 
present scope. (Definitions that have evolved are useful
 
however and are discussed in the next section.) As a result,
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the"analysis here has been develbped on the basis of (1) those
 
theoretical constructs that couldbe drawn from the lit.erature
 
on ecohimic evaluation and fr6m.previous analyses of this gen­
eral nature and (2) the available-"sources of iriformati6n-,
 
With regard to the former, the closest precedent is
 
found in several studies ofbenefits and'costs related to the
 
development of irrigation projects, mostly in the western
 
United States'by the Bureau of Reclamation. Also, there have
 
been occasional-economic reports on'foreignland reclamation
 
schemes involvinR agricultural production.
 
Available sburces of information are'a maor.'influ­
ence on the-form of the analysis. For-present rovernmental
 
programs they consist primLrily of the'Congressionalappropri­
ation hearings, the U.S. Budget, and information fromtthe
 
agencies themselves. Por many non-program-'applications, cost
 
figures--and some benefit estimates--can be made available.bv
 
contractors, firms, or individuals enFaged in the operation.
 
Special effort has been made-to obtain reallstic cost- figures
 
for less conventional operations involving hi-h-altitude..or
 
satellite sensing. For all applications, oresent expenditures
 
to perform' tasks and to obtain Information have been used as
 
a basis ,for estimating possible cost-savings.
 
Benefit/cost analysis prdvides,the general-framework
 
which we have elaborated interms.of atyricultural, forestry,
 
and range applications of remote sensing. Within this; we
 
rely heavily'on the plannin -programmifi-budgeting system.
 
(PPBS) to provide a means of analyzing the benefits potentially
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to be derived in carrying out various programs and responsi­
bilities of federal and state agencies. These benefits--re­
sultinq from the use of remotely sensed information--are ex­
pressed both in terms of dollars and in terms of achieving
 
The latter may be equally aa important in jus­public goals. 

tifying remote sensing operations-as are such tangibles as po­
tentiaI-cost-savings.
 
The unique problems and conditions associated with
 
agticultural, forestry, and range applications of.remote
 
sensing--and the ncertain nature and timing of the means by
 
which they will be carried out--have led to several restate­
ments of the mor6 or less conventional benefit/6ost-afialysis.
 
The first of these -relates to objectives and their role in the
 
benefit/cost ,analysis.
 
Any set of remote sensing applications, at least as
 
some are 'undertaken or initiated by a governmental agency,
 
almost invariably involve complex objectives. An objective
 
fop some applications may simply be to increase the efficiency
 
with which an activity is carried out, and this may have di­
ret economic value in terms of increased output--for example,
 
At the same time,
from improved crop yields or reduced losses. 

the same sensor data may involve applications with entirely
 
different types of objectives. Examples would be efforts
 
directed toward market stabilization (through crop control
 
activities), national self-sufficiency, or insuring adequate
 
These latter objectives cannot be
world-wide food supplies. 
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expressed in the same terms as would be simple increases in
 
output.*
 
Accordingly, we have tried to distinguish between
 
(1) those benefits which accrue to individuals in the econ­
omy--generally from output changes--as they pursue their own
 
objectives and (2) benefits which can only be expressed in ­
conjunction with the objectives of a povernmental program.
 
Concepts and information from the PPBS have been inserted to
 
express the benefits anticipated from.meeting the objectives
 
of these program applications of remotely sensed information,
 
as distinguished from the private applications.
 
A second major change from conventional benefit/cost
 
analysis pertains to benefit/cost ratios themselves, and to
 
the basic purpose of this analysis. Benefit/cost ratios are
 
essential in considerinq alternative remote sensor operations­
-such as those conducted with conventional aircraft, high-fly­
ing aircraft, or satellites--to acauire data for specific
 
applications. Also. benefit/cost ratios will be important in
 
selecting application components of a particular operation/sen­
* We are not in a position of having to compare, evaluate, 
or weigh'the desirability of the objectives involved in a 
single application or among several. We do not ask whether 
the resources involved could be used more efficiently some--4' 
where else by someone else or in satisfaction of an alterna­
.-tiv'e&Yeed. Instead our tabk is .mainly to find means of ex­
pressing the benefits--related to all objectives of any one 
application--resultinR from the use of remotely sensed infor2 
mation. Clearly we do not deal exclusively with economic
 
efficiency;
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sor -- kage. In the first case, to consider alternative op­
erations for a specific set of applications, it is appropriate
 
to use a comparison of net benefits anticipated from the use
 
of various operation/sensor packages- in the second, to select
 
components of a particular operation/sensor package, maximized
 
benefit/cost ratios would probably be the appropriate criteria.
 
In the first, benefits are constant, with only the cost of
 
obtaining them variable (with these almost exclusively opera­
tion costs)- in the second, a relative orderin of a few appli­
cations is desired. Since our purpose is most directly tied
 
to the first case, and for other reasons, we have expanded each
 
application to its maximum feasible scale (with scale expressed
 
only partly in terms of dollar costs). This generally corre­
sponds with precedures to obtain maximized net benefits. Add­
itio7a-'work would have to be done to estimate maximum benefit/
 
cost ratios.
 
It should be noted that as a result of the form of the
 
application statement, costs are more variable than the bene­
fits. Havin established the objective of each application in
 
terms of its maximum feasible extent and calculated the bene­
fits that would accrue, the problem then is just to find the
 
least-cost method of achieving them.
 
The form of the application statement is a key assumption.
 
It may not always be appropriate to assume that the objective
 
is to provide particular information to accomplish a Riven ob­
jective. For example, it may be entirely appropriate to weigh
 
the benefits from additional areas of sensor coverage against
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the costs of the operation- and conceivably the balance point
 
could come before maximum areal extent had been-reached.
 
Therefore, while we have calculated the full value of accomplish­
ing given objectives--and associated cost-savinms--we have also
 
tried to indicate the unit areas and values involved.
 
Several additional assumptions have had to be made, al­
though we have tried to keep their number to a minimum. We
 
assume -(1) that~agencies and individuals will operate at-opti­
mum technical efficiency in both sensor operations and applIca­
tion procedures-and (2) that a data dissemination system (in­
cluding integration with other'data) is available to provide
 
the necessary link between the operations and the applications.
 
Implied is that the applications will be carried out.
 
The remaining assumptions are discussed in later sections
 
of this-report. It should be mentioned that our aim has been
 
consistency, accuracy,-practicality, and usefulness, and the
 
format for the analysis and the assumptions have all been de­
veloped accordingly. We believe that many of the assumptions
 
can be changed without necessitating alteration of the format.
 
Certainly some will have to'be changed to increase the accu­
racy of the total estimates. Still, we are confident that we
 
have begun successfully to provide a reasonable estimate of
 ) 
the total benefits to be expected from a broad program of
 
remote sensing Ln'agriculture.. Equally important, the evalu­
ation format -is'designed to facilitate the detailed analysis
 
of'the-benefits and costs associated with using-definite remote
 
sensing devices in a particular aircraft orspacecraft to­
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achieve a specific set 6f applications. As numerous analvses
 
of this type will undoubtedly be recuired, we have tried--by
 
our presentation of each application separately--to facilitate
 
the cons-ideration of any combination of applications desired.
 
Definitions: Benefits and Costs
 
In the conventional terminology of benefit/cost an­
alysis, our analysis encompasses primary tangible benefits and
 
costs with note made of corresponding intangibles where appro­
priate:- Secondary benefits and costs have been excluded
 
Tangible'benefits consist of cost-savings and improve­
ments: tangible costs are the costs resulting from the remote
 
sensor operation, from data acauisition by the user, and from
 
the activities necessary to effect the application. The costs
 
of the operation may be termed "primary" or "direct; costs'
 
user costs are equivalent to associated costs.
 
A. Operation Costs
 
Operation costs are the costs of conductinp a remote
 
sensing operation to acquire data. For a'large proportion of
 
the applications it can be assumed that the operation will be
 
conducted by one or m6re federal agencies such as the USDA in
 
cooperation with NASA.
 
We have defined these costs in terms of a variety of
 
operation/sensor packages involving conventional and high-flying
 
aircraft, satellites, and sensors for all portions of the spec­
trum. The costs for any one application will. of course, depend
 
on the package desired or selected.
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These costs could logically (for satellite operations 
ih particular) be treated as consistina of developmental costs 
plus operational costs. We consider the former costs generally 
ashistoi'ical or sunk costs ( and assume that some sort of bene­
fit/cost analysis has been or would be made separately in con­
nection with the development of any one sensor or spacecraft). 
Only those costs resultino from the modification or adaptation 
or a sensor, aircraft, or spacecraft to a particular operation 
seem justifiably considered as part of the costs of the opera­
tion to include all the developmental costs would put new 
sensors and sensor platforms at a substantial and misleading 
disadvantage in economic comparison with existing sensors and
 
platforms.
 
We assume that a portion of the costs of a sensor
 
operation is to be allocated to each application using data
 
acquired during the operati'on. '(This perhaps should be done
 
whether or not the user actually is charged.)' Several alter­
native cost-allocation arrangements are possible: (1) The oper­
ation could be entirely charged to the federal budget with sen­
sor output made available to federal and private users without
 
charge or with a charge equal only to processing costs: (2)
 
costs of each operation could be allocated to participatin_ fed­
eral agencies who would disseminate the data to users without
 
charge, on a cost recovery basis, or with a charge ecual only
 
to processing costs- (3) separable costs could be determined-­
and joint costs of equipment, launch, operation, etc.,-'alloca­
ted--on the basis of relative proportions or costs of data out­
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put acquired for all anticipated applications- or (4) cost­
sharing could be arranged arbitrarily.
 
Whatever the arrangements, they are important because
 
upon them will depend the exact percenta'e of total operation
 
costs that should be allocated to individual applications (as
 
well as the incidence of the costs and a portion of the bene­
fits). Differing assumptions about the allocation of operation
 
lead to radically different evaluations of the econ­costs can 

omic feasibility of any particular application. Our analysis
 
has been devised to allow alternative cost fiRures (and opera­
tion/sensor packages) to.be examined- it is for this reason that
 
user costs and benefits have been calculated separatelv from
 
the costs and benefits related to operations.
 
It should be noted here that the actual cost to each
 
user of obtaining data for an application may bear no relation­
ship to the share of operation costs that could or should be
 
allocated to the application. A portion of the data collected
 
by remote sensing may be thouht to constitute a collective
 
good--not to be marketed but to be supplied essentially at
 
cost (or lower than cost). Alternatively, the cost to the user
 
may include the full allocated cost of the sensor operation for
 
that application as well as the costs of processing the sensor
 
This uncertaintv
records and transmittinR the data to the user. 

provides additional justificatior for separating operation
 
costs and benefits from the user costs and benefits.
 
B. User Costs
 
User costs are the costs which must be incurred to
 
realize the full value of the potential benefits from remotely
 
sensed data. They consist of the data acquisition cost and the
 
cost of carrying out the application.
 
The data aquisition cost is the cost to the user of
 
obtaining sensor data in the form needed for an application.
 
It is closely related to the operation cost and as:'indicated­
previously, depends to some extent'upon theallocation.of those­
costs. We anticipate that freqcuently it willie-.As at present
 
-not much more than the cost of duplication oftsdtfsdr records
 
such as aerial photographs. However, in view'of the".expanded
 
data needs, the time limitations, the broad geooraphicaliareasr.
 
specified for many applications, and the possibility of usdn -"
 
satellites and unconventional sensors, the data acquisition
 
cost may be 'substantiaily affected by the costs of complex means
 
of processing and transmitting data from a sensor to the user.
 
For example, after an ooeration/sensorpackage has been selected,
 
-
Aeveral' alternatives may exist for this'transmission. The user
 
may wait for physica'l return of the sensor record, or the record
 
may be telemetered immediately, as from a: spacecraft. Several
 
steps may then be necessary to process th'& data and to dissemn,.
 
ate it to him. In some cases only a photooraphic print'is need
 
ed: in others, computer processing and'graphic or tabular output
 
will be required. Finally, the processed data may be sent by
 
mail or transmitted via television (or perhapsby communication
 
satellites)'to the user, who could be in a national or state
 
governmental agency, a county agricultural office, or on a farm.
 
These'"variable" costs thus could bonstitute a substantial por­
tion of the data acquisition costs.
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Both operation and user data acquisition costs may
 
be incurred entirely by the same agency and may be,virtually
 
inseparable, as in the case of an aircraft photographic contract.
 
However, it is anticipated that the sensor data from any oper­
ation can often be used for more than one application within the
 
agency and for one or more applications outside it. In view of
 
this likelihood, and for the reasons stated previously, we be­
lieved it essential to separate these two cost components.
 
Again, it should be noted that the data acquisition
 
costs will be equal only to the actual cost incurred by the user.
 
The cost-may be.almost zero when photographic prints are loaned
 
by one-agency to..another, or it may include all the charges
 
made for processing of satellite sensor data and conveyinp it
 
to the ultimate-user.
 
Most of the costs can be translated to a cost per
 
unit area, and we have done this for the available figures.
 
Application costs are the costs of nerforming the
 
specific tasks necessary to obtain an identifiable benefit from
 
the use of remotely sensed information. They are the costs of
 
production inputs, of measures necessary to prevent losses or of
 
any other actions taken on the basis of the information pro­
vided.
 
The use of the information may not alter the applica­
tion costs significantly from what they would otherwise have
 
been. For example, remotely sensed information might just
 
change the timing of the activity., not the inputs connected
 
with it, and it may be possible to get output increases or loss
 
reduction without a change of costs. Alternatively, application
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cdsts could increase, as when additional inputs are required
 
to achieve higher production: (made possible by better informa­
tion), or'they could decrease, for example, if constant or in.­
creased production can be obtained with fewer-inputs or when
 
efforts to prevent losses are made unnecessary. As a-result,
 
both application costs and application costs-savings (as a bene­
.fit from the use of remotely-sensed information) cante deter­
mined only with specific reference to the application-oroposed,
 
and both can be positive, ne ative- or.unchanged-.
 
C.- Benefits_
 
-. 
 Benefits consist of 6ost-savinRs and improvements.
 
For many applibations:We are contemplating the benefits of
 
having information never before available. For others there is
 
a possibility of prov.ddnR information currently bein- collected
 
atless cost-.or.in-af..improved manner, perhaps-also with the
 
information available to more users and for more purposes than
 
before. B6nefits-may accrue from -increased accuracy or better
 
quality re'shlts, from new activities made possible, or from
 
decreases in the time required to obtain information on the.
 
basis of which action is to be taken-. Cost-savings result XE
 
the-cost to the user is reduced- by any of these- improvement,
 
benefits, if they have a monetary value in themselves; and in­
tangible benefits, if-no monetary value can be. assiqned:.
 
- Three types of-cost--savins-'have been identified with 
individual applications. These correspond with the -threeij pes 
,of costs considered previcusly$ Each involves comparison with 
alternative methods leading to successful completion of the same 
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application and consists of changes (reductions) in the expendi-

In each case, if no al­tures necessary to be made by a user. 

ternatives presently exist, no cost-.saving-s are calculated.
 
The first potential cost--savinp is-related to the
 
allocation of operation costs for the application. Present re­
mote sensor operations serve as the source of alternative cost
 
estimates. Frequently, there will be no present operations
 
with which to compare the anticipated costs of the proposed
 
Therefore, no operation cost-savinqs statements
operation. 

are possible. Such benefits where they do exist are usually
 
connected with a plications which involve a change from con­
ventional aircraft operati6ns to high-flyinR aircraft or sat­
ellite operations.
 
The second possible cost-saving comes from the com­
parison of user data acquisition costs with present alterna-

There is no presump­tive methods of acouirina the same data. 

tion that cost-savings of this nature will alwaVs be positive;
 
where they are negative they are treated as negative benefits.
 
For example, knowledre of present field and mail survey tech­
niques with sbale factors taken into account permits the der­
ivation of unit cost figures which would approximate those in
 
an expanded program of data gathering. It is entirely possible
 
that a mail survey could provide certain information at less
 
cost than by remote sensor means. However, these negative
 
cost-savings (benefits) may be more than offset by reduced
 
costs in carrying out the application or by improvement benefits.
 
If no alternative methods of providing information
 
are presently used, no cost-savings are calculated. It would
 
be possible to-sel.ect.a method hypothetically and to develop
 
cost figures for it,,but- this has-.been Judged as inappropriate.
 
Rather. possible alternative methods of acquiring the same in­
formation are considered in defining the application. Examin­
ation of technical feasibility includes this consideration,
 
since it may be technically more reasonable to use non-remote
 
means. If so, a strong indication of economic feasibility
 
would be needed to warrant its inclusion as a potential appli-­
cation. It should be noted that since applications are stated
 
in terms of a need to expand data acquisition in frequency.,
 
area, or type, non-remote operations usually are unable wit
 
reasonable expenditure to obtain the same benefits for the
 
given area or required data.
 
The third source of potential cost-savings is in
 
carrying out the application, with present application costs
 
used for comparison.,,These-application cost-savings are com­
posed of reductions in the expenditures necessary to obtain
 
an identifiable benefit-from the use of remotely sensed infor­
mation. The comparison is with the-cost of obtaining the
 
same benefit without remotely sensed information. The benefit
 
may be tangible or intangible. However, many applications are
 
feasible only with remote sensing techniques. As a result, no
 
alternative costs are available, and even estimation of the
 
cost of the proposed application is difficult.
 
Improvement benefits consist of output increases and
 
loss reductions. Estimates.of both here are based on the
 
upper 2imit qf--technological improvement,that,can be expected
 
to result from cn activity..
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Benefits frbm output increases are the values of in­
creases in output of agricultural, forestry, or range products
 
attributable to the use of remotely sensed information. They
 
include increases from zero. In the case of governmental
 
agencies, output may be in terms of services provided. For
 
example, additional services may be made possible, or present
 
services may be improved. Insofar as a monetary value may be
 
placed on these, they constitute a benefit of this type.
 
Benefits from loss reductions are the values of physi­
cal output added by prevention of elimination of losses result­
ing from natural and man-made factors. In a few cases they
 
may consist simply of reductions in dollar expenditures con­
stitutinR a loss. For example, it might be possible to reduce
 
over-payment of subsidies based on crop acreage determinations
 
by improving the accuracy of'these determinations, or omissions
 
of land from the tax roll (and tax receipt losses) might be
 
corrected in a similar manner.
 
The calculation of both types of improvement benefits
 
rests on several assumptions pertaining primarily to the anti­
cipated physical changes and their valuation. Anticipated
 
output changes must be forecasted, along with the value of the
 
increment of this output and the value of the corresponding
 
changes in input. The latter two are substantially more diffi­
cult to estimate than the physical output changes. For this
 
report we have mostly used current crop yields, agricultural
 
product prides,'and-costs of production. These, of course,
 
should be projections'for the timeperiod being considered, but
 
such projections are generally unE&lilable. Acreages involved
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in estimates of yield increases are considered'imore or less
 
homogeneous and of average fertility. (Average production
 
figures are used to avoid any suggestion that all lands are of 
the best quality). In some cases variability can be accurately
 
taken into account.
 
Many of the benefits will wholly be increases in gross
 
farm income, ideally with the corresponding increases in farm
 
expenses included in the application cost to allow an estimate
 
of the potential net income. For the most part, however, appli­
cation costs have not been estimated. To do so for each appli­
cation will take a considerable amount of additional, detailed
 
study. We.have tried though to ensure that estimated gross
 
benefits per acre are not less than the beneficiaries could
 
reasonably be expected to pay for the application.
 
D. 	Intangible Benefits and Costs
 
The above benefits and costs have been 'entirely tangi­
ble: they can be assigned dollar values, at least arbitrarily.
 
We are, however, actually attempting to determine the social
 
utility of the various applications, and this involves more
 
than just the dollar values we can calculate. Our approximation
 
of this overall utility rests on assessment of the net returns
 
due to the application, both tangible and intangible.
 
Intangible costs are less conspicuous than intangible
 
benefits. They usually will involve questions of priorities
 
among governmental programs, although undoubtedly some will occur
 
at the local level in connection with chah'j&Marising from resource
 
development and other applications of remote'sensing.
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Intangible benefits include both those which are not
 
quantifiable and some which are, but neither of which can be
 
valued with a market price. For example, research and planning
 
benefits may be unquanifiable; saving lives may be a quantifi­
able, but unvalued benefit. Development of new programs or new
 
management practices based on remote sensing may combine both
 
elements. A substantial portion of these center on the goals
 
of individual agency programs, national policy, or world-wide
 
implications. PPBS, as mentioned earlier, is used to assess
 
many of these. For a single application achievinR certain
 
goals may be quite intangible, while tangible benefits may re­
sult from achieving these goals at less cost.--as in preventing
 
soil erosion or providing for food needs.
 
Benefit/Cost: Additional Considerations
 
Several additional elements and assumptions of the
 
economic evaluation remain to be considered. First, almost
 
incidentally, it might be noted that cost estimates often will
 
be for the total area involved in an application--the general
 
area, for example, within which a particular crop is grown-­
while benefits will be only for the acreages that actually
 
produce the crop.
 
Second the point of view in the evaluation varies
 
with each application. The general approach is on a national
 
and world-wide basis, but individual user and regional view­
points occasionally are expressed.
 
The third pertains to time periods and discounting
 
As explained
of the benefit estimated included in this report. 
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in the next section, relevant time. periods vary by application
 
and resource area. Discounting frequently must-await-specifi­
cation of each application and completion of the benefit/cost
 
analysis for it. 'Only at that point can the scheduling-of
 
costs and the periodicity of benefits'be dealt with in a uni­
form, standard discounting framework. (It might be noted here
 
that we have eoncentrated on.procedures-for obtaining-neces­
sary quantitative and economic;data; manipulation of this data
 
-is a"considerably less difficult task.)
 
4. Remote Sensing and Time Periods- .
-
It appears that there are five types of time periods
 
to be considered when ekamining possible sources of'benefits
 
from iemote sensing. The first twb are, (1) long range (decades
 
of time) and (.2) very-short range (simultaneous coverage or
 
only hours -of lapsed.time). 'The other three time periods apply
 
directly to agricultural applications. They are biologically
 
controlled and: correspond.rough-ly to forestry applications,
 
range land applications, and crop production applications.
 
The long-range time cycle includes uses, for macro­
planning for the development or use of natural res.ources.
 
Many of these applications are policy oriented and require de­
velopment of information over longwperiods of time.- It is in
 
this major category that the value of-remote sensing and its
 
ability to-provide unbiased records ,of'conditions at known
 
periods in time is of historical importance. Polfcy and plan­
ning applic-ations most frequently depend on -our ability to
 
.accurately measure'changes or-to determine trends- In total
 
value. even though it cannotbe measured or even estimat.ed,
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policy and planning applications will likely prove the most
 
beneficial area of application of remote sensing information.
 
Countering the highly valuable long--range time cycle
 
is the very short-range period. This includes the demand for
 
information for immediate use. Weather, disasters, and their
 
control all call for "real-time" or simultaneous cycles of,
 
cover. This will be operational from space-only with time
 
synchronous orbiting satellites.
 
Of the three periods directly associated with agri­
cultural production, (1) is based on the time cycle of produc­
tion of forest products. Management needs much information
 
of present conditions to make decisions, the results of which
 
will not be forthcoming for 10 to 70 years. In addition,
 
foresters will make use of much information based on much
 
shorter periods of time, including instantaneous coverage for
 
fire control.
 
Range land management decisions (2) are frequently
 
designed for implementation annually in cycles of 3 to 5 years.
 
The decisions of range managers require much background infor­
mation, deal with large land areas, and for the moft part, are
 
responded to through control of livestock use of range resources.
 
ResponSe by the range resources to this type of control usually
 
requires at least a short period of years. For disaster pur­
poses; range management also will have need for instantaneous
 
information.
 
The agricultural sector (3) requires information over
 
the shortest cycle of time and is of major importance because
 
most all food and fiber producing crops are included in this
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sector. Most of the economically important crops are planted5
 
harvested' and often 'onsumed within'180 days* so obviously to
 
be of any value,'a]rOli'ations in this area demand remotelv
 
s6nsed information to be obtained in cycles of 20 to 30 days or
 
less. This is particularlytrue-in the case of diseases that
 
develop and spread rapidly; In fact, there are many cases where
 
such information would have to be received almost daily-to be of
 
great value. If, for example, we hope to aid farmers byfore­
warning of the rate of spread of a disease that is:capable of
 
moving hundreds of miles in a period of days, we will need in­
formation covering that distance on a daily'basis. Otherwise
 
the -"preventive' techniques commonly used by farmers for control
 
of certain diseases will still be more satisfactory than controls
 
based on inadequate information from -a sophisticated space sat-.
 
ellite system.
 
From the above considerations it is obvious that one
 
satellite covering the earth's agricultural areas infrequently
 
is not. adequate but'-for a few beneficial applications. However,
 
provision ofenough satellites to obtain coverae'bn a 5to 10
 
day cycle may not be an economically realistic solution. What
 
does appear most beneficial would be a program that combines the
 
use of satellites for certain general applications with high­
altitude systems for broad area uses and conventional altitude
 
coverage for specific highly selective uses. This woul& help
 
resolve the problems of timeliness of satellite coverage an&
 
extremely high costs of adequate t'ime-accurate coverage fdr the
 
'many time-specific applications in the agricultural sector'
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One other major factor should be considered. While it
 
will be impractical to use satellites to cover all the area of
 
a certain crop during critical times, it would be.feasible to
 
obtain daily coverage of a sample area--perhaps only along an
 
advancina disease infestation front--from conventional or high­
altitude equipment. There is a great potential for the use of
 
properly designed sample systems for the applications demanding
 
frequent and timely cover.
 
It is entirely possible that alternative combinations
 
of operation/sensor packaqes and samplin- techniques will enable
 
application benefits to be achieved within a considerable range
 
of operation and user costs. also, benefits may vary accordinR
 
to the timeliness of the information. As a result, discounting
 
will undoubtedly require special analysis of each anplication to
 
determine exact economically relevant time periods.
 
B. 	Eenefits: Practical Problems
 
As defined previously, estimates of the value of in­
creases in production, savings from losses, and reduced costs of
 
obtaining information or carrying out an activity are considered
 
to be benefits. Early in our study it became apparent that for
 
most of the applications such figures simply were not available.
 
As a result, estimates had to be developed, often based on arbi-­
trarily but judiciously assigned values. The basic data nec­
essary for highly accurate estimations do not exist in the ma­
jority of cases. For example, there are major deficiencies in
 
information on the areas of land uses and the extent of apri-­
cultural resources. An acceptbflmap of the forested areas of
 
the world is not available. Also, the values of various govern­
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mental services are not'calculated. No-one has ever placed a
 
dollar value on agricultural census information beyond stating
 
that it is at least worth what it costs to obtain it.
 
The benefit figures most readily calculated are esti­
mates of the value of the increased production that could be
 
achieved through the use of the information believed to be ob­
tainable through remote shsing. U.S. data-arg readily avail­
able, and world figur!g can be developed frotAvarious sources in
 
some -cases. However,.in many cases where estimates were made,
 
they should not be considered more than an indication of the
 
magnitude of possible benefits.
 
It might be noted here that the calculation of such
 
benefits on a world basis is not only difficult but can be con-­
sidered premature. Other countries may not permit the develop­
ment of information about their agriculture from remote sensors.
 
Without' full cooperation, it will be difficult at best to attrib­
ute benefits to remote sensing by U.S. sources in other parts
 
of the world.
 
Most of the estimates developed-in this study are of
 
gross benefits only; they are not the net returns to producers
 
-after costs of prbduction, marketing, etc. have been defined and
 
deducted. The costs of production can be estimated, but effort
 
must first be made to determine exactly how to put the informa­
tion retrieved from the newer remote sensors into a usable for­
mat, to identify those who can use the information, to find ways
 
of delivering it to them, and to insure that it can be used suc­
cessfully. We will then know the extent to which costs of pro­
duction may be affected; at present there is less information
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about the inputs required to achieve a beneficial output than
 
on the value of the output itself.
 
There have been suggestions that attention ought to
 
be focused on the effects on the market when increased produc­
tion is anticipated. This approach was rejected for this study
 
for several reasons. First, the market reacts to short-run
 
changes, and the increases in production anticipated through
 
remote sensing frequently are definitely long-run. Second, we
 
are looking ahead to the technical capabilities of the 1970's,
 
and the market situation in that period cannot easily be proL
 
jected. Third, we have assumed that any increase in production
 
is desirable (or will--in the case of food products--be needed)­
otherwise the normal short--run reaction in the market to in­
creased production is most often negative, which would indicate
 
that negative benefits can be expected from the application of
 
remote sensing. Fourth, the market encompasses the private
 
sector of our economy, and the initial costs of developing re­
mote sensing are being borne by the public sector.
 
In like manner, application of the "multiplier' to
 
the anticipated benefits has been rejected. Not enough infor­
mation on the multiplier effect could be found to make a working
 
model for this study. Also, there was clear evidence that the
 
magnitude of the possible benefits was sufficient to insure
 
sustained interest in remote sensing without inflating estimated
 
benefits through the use of a (highly controversial and easily
 
contested) multiplier effect. (See Appendix B).
 
Even with clarification of the concepts and methodolory
 
appropriate to our analysts, it is still a major problem to
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'
 attach actual-values to anticipated savings and improvementt.4 2
 
Other investigators have said ';If we assume a (saving) (Im­
provement) of (5%) (i0%), then total benefits would be
 
and this often is almost all that can be done. However, an
 
assumption of a standard 10% increase is less acceptable than
 
an estimate by an expert based on an understanding of the re­
source or product and its market. Consequently, we have relied
 
on these estimates--and often cited their source-.-where our
 
own analysis was insufficient.
 
For subseouent investigations, we have developed a
 
summary form composed of the necessary elements of a complete
 
benefit/cost analysis. This form follows on the next two
 
pages.
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APPLICATION:
 
Summary:
 
Present Information Acquisition Method-

Frequency of Application: 	 Present
 
Desited
 
Alternative Costs-

Present operation costs:
 
Area involved
 
x 
= $Cost/unit area 

Present user data acquisition costs:
 
Area involved
 
x 
= $Cost/unit area 

Present application costs:
 
Area involved
 
x 
=Cost/unit area 	 $ 
Intangible Costs 	 Intangible Benefits
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COSTS BENEFITS 
III. Improvements 
Output increases: 
Output change_ 
x 
Unit value = 
Loss reductions: 
Loss change 
x 
Unit value =$ 
II.a. Operation Costs 
Operation/sensor packane# 
Separable costs =$ 
+ 
Joint costs 
: 
IV. Cost-savings (I-II) 
$$ 
II.b. User Costs 
User data accuisition costs: 
Area involved 
x 
Cost/unit area = $ $ 
Application costs: 
Area involved­
x 
Cost/unit area = $ $ 
TOTAL TANGIBLE COSTS $ TOTAL TANGIBLE BENEPITS$ 
PART FOUR
 
REMOT-SENSIN. OF AGRICULTURAL, ORESTRY,.ANDRANGE RESOOCES
 
AgriculturalApplcations.of Remote.3ensing
 
Applications of remote sensing for agricultural use
 
cover the widest range:of the three maj.or areas studied. The
 
,range-.varies from intensive use at a close distance (i.e., a
 
few inches) to extensive or continental mapping of resources
 
from satellites.
 
To .identify possible applications, investigation was
 
made of the many types of information about agriculture needed
 
or. now gathered for use by planners, administrators,profess­
.ional.agriculturists, and farmers This was followed by deter­
mination 'of the feasibility of obtaining desired information
 
by remote sensing. It-was then decided whether or.not needs for
 
these types of information constituted a worthwhile application.
 
Many'-supposedly important applications are difficult to Justi­
'fy n 'competition with existing methods of information acqui­
sititon.r
 
The unique characteristics of agricultural applica­
tions---as distinct from range or forestry applications--require
 
that certain specific considerations.be made.. For example,
 
-(1) the numbe.:6f people involved is far greater; (2) the
 
land and capital-managedby theindividual farmer~are .usually
 
much smaller, and (3) the farmer, due to the smaller size of
 
area involved,'has a more intimate knowledge of,his local
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situation than is possible in forestry or range management.
 
Thus, as (3) implies, if an application is to be of any value,
 
it must improve upon that information which the farmer already
 
can gather from frequent inspections of his small land area.
 
Problems of communicating remotely sensed informa­
tion to the farmer, as ultimate user, are multiplied many times
 
over because of the great numbers involved. The complication
 
increases when we consider that obtaining the potential bene­
fits from a remote sensing operation often depends entirely
 
on whether or not individual farmers take action to resolve a
 
situation evaluated through the use of remote sensors. Attempt­
ing to estimate the degree of response to be expected in even
 
one country is an extremely complex problem and currently is
 
essentially impossible on a world-wide basis.
 
There are, however, general circumstances that will
 
prevail on a world-wide basis. Many countries have much more
 
control over land resources than in the U.S., and implementa­
tion of programs to take advantage of remotely sensed informa­
tion will be comparatively easier in such countries, provided
 
their technical capabilities will have advanced to appropriate
 
levels. There appear to be three broad classes of countries
 
to be considered in terms of economic and technical levels of
 
agricultural development, and varying degrees of value will
 
accrue to the use of remote sensing in each class.
 
Among countries with 'highly deVeloped'agricalthrar
 
technology, with high levels of employment, and where major
 
advances in the efficiency of agricultural production continue
 
to keep pace and b&lance with economic development, we can
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expect high rates of use and very significant rewards from re­
mote sensing: Uch dountrieS, to name a few, include the'U.S.,
 
Canada, Austrailia, Nationalist China, New Zealand, and-many
 
more. At the other extreme ar6 dbuftr4ed struggling to make
 
major zapid strid~s in their agriculturai-and economic devel­
opment. They are aware of the need to take advantage of all
 
possdible technical development to increase their rate of im­
proiement.' In spite of labor surplus~s and low capital per
 
flr~i'n many of th& emerging countries (e.g., Nigeria,.Mexico,
 
Costa Rica, Venezuela, and some Communist countries), they are
 
teceptive to the ideas and possibilities new-tools offer, and
 
they will probably be the- second large group to show major re­
sponse.- The third group includes the countries that show lit­
tle br nb interest or concern for major advances in agricul­
tural development or that-have resources that would not re­
spond favorably to technological changes. Many of the econ­
omically stablecountries fall in this third catagory along
 
with the undeveloped countries that have a stabilized economic
 
abtivity'at a low level.' It is- therefore equally difficult
 
to envision'that'-the results of remote-sensing will: have any
 
significant effect on-the management decision'of dairy farmers
 
in the mountains of certain Europeahcountries'or in the tri­
bal or-semi-nomadic, agricultural areas of Africa.
 
It seems obvious then that we will never be able to
 
accomplish complete worldwide acceptance and use of informa­
tion. derived from remote sensing. The -methods of operation;
 
the ability of human, natural, and capital resources to re­
spbnd to new information-; and the desires or goals of the
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agricultural sector of the economy are so varied throughout
 
the world that the effect on global agricultural applications
 
is essentially impossible to evaluate. Because of this situ­
ation, the estimated values for world-wide use of certain ap­
plications are offered only as an indication of the magnitude
 
of the possible benefits. Estimated values were often devel­
oped by using the best known value of an application of a unit
 
basis and simply multiplying up to the level of world-wide use
 
on the basis of available figures. Considering the variabil­
ity and questioned accuracy of world-wide figures for almost
 
any form of agricultural information, these estimates are not
 
vigorously defended. The basic area figures were taken from
 
the annual USDA publication, "Agricultural Statistics", from
 
FAO ':Production Yearbooks", or from other FAO publications.
 
For all applications, there is almost a complete
 
lack of benefit estimates that trace the value of benefits
 
directly to remote sensing. Consequently the best approach
 
has been to work through such techniques as those employed in
 
farm management surveys to determine what information could
 
be of value. By doing this, many highly publicized applica;
 
tions lost importance, while a great number of other applica­
tions were brought to light.
 
The sensing of diseases ongrain crops is a good
 
case in point. As far as the U.S. is concerned, farmers rarely
 
treat a grain crop for disease control--due to the simple ec­
onomics of the situation and perhaps to lack of effective con­
trol measures. Therefore, knowledge that a rust is infecting
 
farmer Y's wheat field does not result in benefits attributable
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to remote sensing, since farmer Y does not make any attempt
 
to control rust.
 
The usefulness of this knowledge is not found at
 
the point of on-farm decisions. It becomes useful as 
a means
 
of prediction of yields, as an indicator of spread of disease,
 
as a means of selecting disease-free seed stock, as a decision
 
factor for farmers who can still exercise an alternative and
 
choose between grain or hay uses for their-crop, and most im­
portant, as an indication of areas that may be producing a
 
disease-free or disease-resistant strain of wheat. The last
 
use is by far the most significant one. Success in finding
 
a disease-resistant strain of only one of several of the more
 
important food crops could conceivably justify the cost of the
 
entire space operated remote sensing program. (In New York
 
State, it is estimated that the value added to that of one
 
year's production of corn by increased yields resulting from
 
research in'plant breeding is 2reater than all the funds expen­
ded in few York for the purn6se to date.)
 
The available literature on remote sensor applications
 
to agriculture was not of great valu6 in developing the lists
 
of uses. 'Most of it pertains to a specifictechnical quality
 
of an individual sensor in serving a specific purpose. Much
 
of the literature is primarily concerned with research problems
 
or techniques. None of it provides satisfactory guidance for
 
determining the benefits to be derived from sensor applications.
 
Few of the authors sh6wed very great interest in this part of
 
the problem, as indicated at least by their failure to 
answer
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queries as to how we might determine the value of the specific
 
application they had written up for publication.
 
Agriculture was considered to include all economic
 
drops, though many were grouped together. Thus, field crops,
 
forage-crops, vegatables, etc., are not reported as individual
 
crops, but collectively. In like manner, diseases were not
 
looked at individually, nor were insects. Studies of greater
 
detail will have to be done at a later date.
 
There appears to be a major area of misunderstand­
ing about the nature of remote sensor coverage required for
 
agricultural use. Practically all applications can be accom­
plished at conventional or high altitudes. Satellite cover­
age will be necessary only for a few unique uses and so will
 
low-altitude coverage.
 
The timing of coverage (or acquisition) for agri­
culture is another area of major misunderstanding. Complete
 
coverage of the U.S. or the world in one short time-span will
 
rarely be needed. Certain uses, such as mapping forest areas
 
or soils, will call for large areas of simultaneous coverage;
 
but for most applications we will be looking at certain fea­
tures under specific conditions. There will be no need to
 
measure snow depth except at certain times during the pre-run­
off period. There is no point in covering all the eastern
 
United States to determine the extent of frost damage to the
 
Florida citrus crop. There will seldom be a use that will not
 
be related to the seasonality of a crop, activity, or need for
 
knowledge.
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In this respect, the prospects fdr using hignl-ati­
tude coverage are very inviting. The frequency and control
 
of time of acquisition are critical features that may not be
 
well served by satellites. Most of the world's annual food
 
supply is planted, grown, harvested, and stored or consumed
 
in less than 6 months. To trace the development and migra­
tion of potato blight along the eastern U.S.-seaboard, for
 
example, may -require information as frequently as every 3 to
 
5 days, depending on wind, moisture, and temperature condi­
tions. The ultimate goal for continuous information would
 
have to be synchronous orbiting satellites. Short of that,
 
high frequency of availability of satellite,coverage would be
 
helpful, but the efficiency of high-altitude Jet aircraft
 
should be given a thorough examination first. Because of the
 
singular need for mobility over parts-of the country, they
 
may well prove to be the most efficient source of acquisition
 
of remotely sensed information for the present and near future.
 
There are certain types of specialized farming
 
where crops are so intensively maniaged that it is doubtful
 
that remote sensing from great distance will be of any value.
 
But this suggestd>the possible use of very shortrange sensors,
 
in the form of-cameras, for example, whichwould allow the
 
farmer "on the farm" access to pre-visuiwl information about
 
plant conditions. This area may prove an-extremely beneficial
 
approach to the uses of remote sensing. Many who raise inten­
sive crops, especially for fresh market consumption, work on
 
the basis of preventive care in the control of insects and
 
disease. To-inform them that their crops have a disease is
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in it elf the disaster, not the warning they need. By mon­
itoring the spread of disease or insects they can prepare more
 
) their preven­appropriately ( in greater or smaller amounts 

tive care measures, thus generating a major benefit from re­
mote sensing.
 
The other major reason for considering aircraft is
 
the marked feasibility of carrying out applications with a
 
significant real-time value on a sample design basis. Com­
plete coverage can easily result in an excessive cost for
 
handling and data processing, with little or no gain in ac­
curacy over and above that obtained from sample areas.
 
Serious pitfalls are generated by the desire to use
 
every sensor, whether or not a need for its information really
 
exists. Every proposal must be vigorously scrutinized and
 
only advanced if real benefits can be gained. The mere gath­
ering of more information does not qualify as a benefit. If
 
it can be put to use in a profitable manner, it may qualify
 
as a benefit. One proposal was recently reviewed that called
 
for remote sensing to identify the maturity and harvest time
 
for apples. This is not a justifiable use, since farmers
 
raising crops requiring intensive management are adequately
 
informed of such matters. In addition, color was to be used
 
as the indicator of maturity, but, of course, color is not
 
indicative of the ripeness of many fruits, apples in partic­
ular.
 
Another questionable application, and one for which
 
gains are often claimed, is the use of remote sensing infor-

Short range rewards
mation to generate changes in the market. 
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to market operators might be generated, but these are not the
 
same as direct benefits to the farmer, In addition, ±h the
 
long--uri the positive and negative market responses will about
 
off-set each other, raising the questin of whether or not
 
there Is any lasting benefit from such an application, although
 
tiis Is not to deny that people can profit from such know­
ledge. Over many years, we could logically expect to see
 
suppiy and demand remain closer together when better informa­
tion becomes available. But it does not appear appropriate
 
to make claims of benefits on the strength of changes in mar­
ket situations of only one direction. If both directions are
 
used, as they should be, then the positive reactions will most
 
likely be cancelled out by the negative ones.
 
There are many instances of secondary and tertiary
 
benefits that could legitimately be claimed. These are not
 
generally included. In one insiance it was possible to ob­
tain a rough estimate of benefits to the canning industry,
 
which would result from better timing of crops, better know­
ledge of irrigation needs at the farm, etc. The savings to
 
the canning industry through the availability of better qual­
ity raw products, better timing, etc., would be substantial
 
and would amount to a major economic improvement. Other in­
dustries also would benefit, and in like manner we could claim
 
that better production leads to more capital investment, which
 
leads to more taxable real estate, which leads to a better
 
school system, which leads to athigher education level... This
 
circle of events would be generated, but it is not included
 
as part of the benefits assigned to remote sensing in agriculture.
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There are additional problems to be met in deciding
 
whether or not remotely sensed information is necessarily
 
better. It will be very difficult to improve on the low-cost
 
For example,
methods used to gather much of our useful data. 

the very inexpensive, efficient postcard reporting system used
 
by the Statistical Reporting Service is a strong competitor
 
of remote sensing. The low cost of that program allows little
 
a new approach unless it has major improvements to
room for 

offer. Undoubtedly a combination of remote sensing with ex­
isting techniques will prove more beneficial than either one
 
alone.
 
Currently it appears that there is one major gap in
 
the approach to remote sensing in agriculture. Due to the
 
biologically short cycle of the products involved, and the
 
timeliness and accuracy required for many of the applications,
 
it will be necessary to develop an outstanding, accurate, and
 
fast information service to get the information to the farmers
 
or otjer decision makers. Merely gathering impressive volumes
 
of data is not beneficial. It becomes of value only when it is
 
'used. The lack of effort, currently recognized, in the process
 
of retrieval and dissemination of information is the major area
 
of necessary investigation left to be attacked by the program.
 
Impressive advances have been made in all other phases of the
 
work, but the processes necessary to get the information sorted
 
out and distributed to the user are still relatively unknown.
 
There are new approaches that show great promise such as the
 
use of communication satellites, and there are some very effec­
tive services already operating, such as the U.S. Post Office
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and the Extension Service that might economically play a
 
leading role in this necessary step.
 
The work presented here does not'ttempt t& consider
 
the cost of developing-and operating services that will solve
 
these problems. Instead, the uses are given, and an estimate
 
based on the best information or advice available is given for
 
the gross value of each application,' in terms of either the
 
value of the product or the lower cost of gathering information.
 
In most cases at least one other person concurred
 
with us as to the amount of production or value that could be
 
claimed. These are not het values, but they do indicate the
 
magnitude of the return from resources we can expect to gain
 
through the use of remote sensing.
 
Forestry Applications of Remote Sensing
 
Many forestry applications of remote sensing are al­
ready operational. In many respects, forestry applications
 
have been advanced further than those in other major areas.
 
This results from the nature of demands for information by
 
foresters, and from the extent and locatibns of our forest re­
sources. Without some form of remote s~c lhg, much of the in­
formation we desire abouiifizrests is too bxpensive 'to obtain
 
and remains essentially unavailable.
 
The biological processes involved in forestry are
 
such that one would expect benefits to be far inferior to those
 
from applications of reinote sensing in agriculture and range
 
management. Considering the land areas"'hvolved, benefits
 
are not as great on a square mile or annual basis as ,they are
 
in range management or agriculture. The harvest cycle ranges
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from 25 to 30 years in the rapid growth areas to over 100
 
years for certain species. Because of the long cycle involved,
 
most forest applications will have usefulness on an infrequent
 
basis, with certain specific exceptions such as fire,,disease,
 
insect, and disaster applications. For much of the United
 
States and the rest of the world, mapping and inventory will
 
not be necessary more frequently than every ten to twenty years.
 
For a few of the applications, certain areas must be covered
 
annually, and coverage on an hourly basis or less (in the case
 
of forest fire surveillance) may even be necessary.
 
The range of applications in forestry is as broad as
 
in any of the other areas of application: the delineation of
 
of forest areas of the world represents one extreme, while de­
tailed knowledge about parts of individual trees represents
 
another. Surveys on a world-wide basis will be considered on
 
a relatively long cycle. At present, an inventory of the
 
world's forests that is considered comprehensive and adequate
 
for professional planning is not readily available. The world's
 
forests never have been mapped by reliable means.
 
The greatest value of any one application will be de­
rived over long periods of time and will result from use of the
 
information as a basis for major planning decisions. Thus the
 
mapping of the world's forest areas in itself becomes one of
 
the major benefits in the area of forestry applications. The
 
steps leading to detailed inventories next become significant,
 
with quantity and quality evaluations the major information
 
derivable. As progressively smaller areas are considered, add­
itional inventories aan.be -carried out, management practices
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enhanced, and more localized planning activities relating to
 
'forestry become-feasible. These include reforestation, compli­
ance' checking, harvest operations, and public policy aid"
 
planning.
 
The management and operation of the forests in rela­
tion to harvesting activities, growth, and control will benefit
 
from many of the possible applications. Knowledge 6'f diseases,
 
insects, disasters, and hazards becomes a part of the informa­
tion needed for the management procedure at this point. In
 
addition, forestry researchers will find many uses for remote
 
sensing; and it is expected that other researchers will, in the
 
future, develop many mora'applications than those covered in
 
this report.
 
As in all applications, the only thing foresters will
 
get from remote sensing is information. Therefore, the savings
 
and improvements credited to remote'sensing must be derived
 
through practices carried out because of better information.
 
Not all possible applications will be profitable simply because
 
remote sensing can'be applied. There are many areas and activ­
ities where improvements will not be made by the use of remote
 
sensing.
 
There are two main channels through which benefits can
 
be derived. One is to provide by remote sensing the kinds of
 
,information we now obtain, but at less cost. The second Is to
 
provide information we could not previously afford- to'get. The
 
management of forest resources depends upon ability to obtain
 
and interpret information. The kinds of information needed for
 
this purpose fall into a few broad categories, including natural
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conditions of (a) where the forests are located, (b) what
 
forest types make up the forest, and (c) what the site quali­
fications are. From these sources of information, management
 
proceeds to enhance conditions wherever and however possible
 
to maximize one or another of the benefits forests may provide.
 
Considering the capability of scientists to develop
 
rapidly the new instruments necessary to carry out many of the
 
technical aspects of remote sensing, technical capabilities
 
for remote sensing have not been treated as a restraint. Any
 
known source of information, regardless of current stage of
 
development, has been considered as potentially beneficial.
 
If information that could conceivably be obtained from remote
 
seurces would be of help to foresters in meeting their desired
 
ends, its usefulness was considered. These could not always
 
be evaluated in economic terms, but many may be at a later
 
date. Thus, the effects of air pollution on forest growth ratep,
 
for example, are mentioned as a possible use of remote sensing,
 
even though we are not certain at present that it will be poss­
ible to measure air pollution from satellites or airplanes,
 
or that it will be cheaper to do so in that manner.
 
The total range of applications considered was broader
 
than the range of activities of the Forest Service and other
 
government agencies. Included are such activities as forest
 
fire control, recreational use of forest lands, and information
 
desired for policy decisions. The one basic requirement was
 
that the':usezhe beneficial. Thus, fire is treated both as a
 
beneficial tool and as a destructive hazard to be prevented.
 
Three basic sources of ideas for applications of remote
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sensing in forestry were used:, (1) governmental reports,
 
(2)- basic textbooks used by professional foresters.and academ­
ic institutions, 
-and (3) interviews and conversations-with
 
.experienced foresters, researchers, and administrators.
 
•The available reports provided the background necessary
 
to determine the kinds of information now cpnsidered useful and,
 
by tracing certain activities through the appropriate budget
 
reports, the -amount spent to obtain the information. Basic text­
books (preferably-alittle older than those'considered current)­
provided suggestions on the fundamental problems of forest pro­
duction and management. Many: suggestions for uses emerge from
 
the unavailability of-answers to important questions..
 
-Conversations and interviews with.experienced foresters
 
gave ins-ight into the feasibility of using many possible appli­
cations. Often it seems less expensive and time-consuming-Just
 
to Ao certain jobs than to complicate them with an untested new
 
method. Researchers gave important:suggestions and verificatio4
 
-Qf.the worth of some-of the untested ideas.. Admihistrators
 
,were an excellent source for ideas concerning things that need
 
to be known for better programming and long-range planning'.
 
Range Land Applications of Remote Sensing
 
The management of raiTge land combines'qualities'bf
 
both the sciences-and the arts in the process of obtaining max­
imum yields while conserving range resources. Range management
 
does not have the same opportunity as does farming to develop,
 
or to change the character-of, the natural resources employed;
 
rather, range management is directed toward maximizing produc­
tion from the innate productive capacity of the range resources,
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much as in forest management. Also unlike agriculture, range
 
land must be considered in management units of thousands of
 
acres, with the smallest mapped units often five acres or more.
 
This creates unique information requirements, involving patterns
 
of relative differences instead of accurately measured differ­
ences. Great opportunities for value to be derived from remote
 
sensing as a tool in range management result, since ranchers
 
rarely spend much money on a per-acre basis attempting to ad­
-Just the quality of the resources. However, they are required
 
to manag& the existing resources to the most advantageous de­
gree of performance, and understanding of relative differences
 
among various areas may be their initial interest.
 
A basic consideration in range management is the
 
existing ecology of the range. Essentially all range land is
 
developing toward a climax situation, controlled by the natural
 
factors associated with the resources. Range management, with
 
the use of ecological knowledge, can accelerate or retard the
 
rate of biological transition in a manner allowing advantageous
 
use of the plant production of the range over long periods of
 
time. There has been little financial success in attempts to
 
change or to modify the production from range resources once
 
they have gone beyond the point of marginal return in the bi­
--ological transition. Accordingly-, range management is contin­
ually concerned about the "trend in condition" of the range
 
resources.
 
- The requirements for information are broad. Detailed
 
ecological analysis demands sampling the plant population on
 
the basis of very small units, such as a few square yards. Yet
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th& other extreme requires knowledge of plant, disaster, and
 
livestock conditions for thoUsands of acres. There are great
 
humb6rs of significant applications of rerotd sensing possible
 
in supplying the desired Inf6rmation. The need for broad area
 
corerage is. particularly acute because of the urgent require­
ments for knowledge for dqibisions in management about areas
 
that are expensive to view or investigate in other ways.
 
Depletion of the range is a major problem. Because
 
of the nature of the climate combined with the innate habits
 
of the range stock (both wild and domestic), depletion can occur
 
rapidly over small and large areas of range resources. In addi­
tion, management requires dealing with complex biological cycles
 
with some parts of the cycle on an annual basis, some on a 3
 
to 5 year basis, and the ecological features of the range on
 
perhaps a 50 to 100 year cycle. Additional unique situations
 
arise in the policy areas affecting ranch management through
 
zoring. unusual leasing and title arrangements, and in the
 
compliance checking and controls necessary to insure those
 
arrangements.
 
There is no question about the need for better infor­
mation as a basis for obtaining more production of both wild
 
and domestic range products. Of the three major types of in­
dustry considered in this report, range operation has shown
 
fewer major steps in technological development than the other
 
two. Many ranch operation practices have never changed and
 
demand the same number of man-hours as they did 100 years ago.
 
Rounding Tup and branding cattle are sufficient examples.
 
It has been estimated that technology is available
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for increasing production from existing U.S. range resources
 
by 70 to 100 percent. Of this increase, about 60 to 75 per­
cent could come from better range operation, while the remain­
ing 25 to 40 percent would be credited to improved stock and
 
Remote sensing can play a major part in generating
breeding. 

the increase of 60 to 75 percent in the production of range
 
products by better range operation. In many other parts of
 
the world, the opportunity for increases due to improved man­
agement of range land is several times that of the U.S.
 
There is sufficient demand for the increased produc-

The American Meat Institute has indicated that the
tion. 

demand, especially for beef products, is increasing much more
 
rapidly than the supply. The increased demand is at least
 
from two sources: increased population and increased indivi­
dual purchase of beef products as a society becomes more
 
affluent.
 
The production of wildlife is considered a range use,
 
large parts of the country that produce
and although there are 

wild game from farm and forest areas, the management practices
 
involved resemble those of range management much more closely
 
The demand for wildlife
than either farm or forest management. 

Estimates
has also shown pronounced increases in recent years. 

have been made by professional wildlife managers that 20 to
 
30 percent more wildlife could be harvested due solely to the
 
Some estimates go
use of better information for management. 

much higher.
 
considered
Range applications of remote sensing are 

in terms of their applicability to policy, management, physical
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development, and disasters. There are many readily understand­
able examples of how information alone can.become a-major source
 
of increased income to ranchers. Perhaps the best example is
 
found in the use of remote sensing to monitor the carrying
 
capacityof-range land-. Currently accepted management practices
 
call for stocking rangb-.land to only 85 percent of its carrying
 
capacity., With better knowledge of-range conditions (as may
 
be .possible,*fromremote sensing), the range could be stocked.
 
to 95 percent of its carrying capacity. The increase of over
 
ten percent in'production amounts to. an annual increased value
 
of produption-.of-hundreds of millions of dollars.
 
Other illustrations are based on the fact that the
 
,range country in all parts of the world is prone to disaster.
 
Range land-and its flora and fauna, is subject to floods, fires,
 
wind, erqsion, wild and human predators, insects, diseases, and
 
a wide variation of climatic conditions. All of these ae.
 
management problems requiring good information of conditions over
 
large areas of relatively inaccessible 'land.
 
Other very useful information that would offer early
 
rewards includes the location and management of water in range
 
areas.. Currently, less than half the amount desired, is avail­
able, and the ultimate control of stock numbers in range country
 
often is the availability of water. Also, irrigation water
 
is often stored or 'impounded from range areas,, and more and
 
more it is-a necessity within the,azea itself. Present manage­
ment practices call for large amounts of supplemental feeding,
 
-and the limiting factor on the carrying capacity-of range land
 
in many areas is the capacity to produce supplemental feed. A
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recent development in warmer climates is the intensive use of
 
irrigated grazing land, allowing production at much higher
 
rates per acre of land.
 
As a result of the lack of economic alternatives in
 
much of the range country, success or failure of management
 
practices has greater economic and social consequences than in
 
agriculture, although, tenendin: on the range resource, they
 
may be quite similar to those in'forest areas. It seems certaip
 
that the major improvements anticipated for range land use willl
 
create significant effects on the entire economy of the area.
 
One of the most valuable tools for range management
 
that remote sensing could provide would be a more efficient
 
means of mapping the ecology of the range. With better knowledge
 
of the ecology of the resource, inappropriate expenses could
 
be prevented. This will not be an easy task for remote sensing,
 
but it should be undertaken. The heat sensors should be of
 
major importance, especially in uses such as census taking,
 
locating diseased stock, identifying unique forage areas, and
 
assisting in round-ups. There are many direct applications to
 
the physical development of ranch facilities as well. Estimates
 
have been made that suggest this use could easily account for
 
annual benefits of $5 per head of stock.
 
In the case of ecological mapping, remotely sensed
 
information will be needed from lower altitudes than most for­
estry or agriculture applications, unless new techniques can
 
be developed. The other applications could generally be from
 
higher altitudes. There is unlikely to be as much demand for
 
specific crop applications, but there will be greater demand for
 
disaster applications. The frequency of cover will be more
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uniform than for farm applications, with large areas to be
 
covered for estimation of range carrying capacity. Also, it
 
will not be as effective to use sample areas for many range
 
land applications, such as inventorying stock, as will be the
 
case for crop purposes.
 
Of the three major areas of application, range man­
agement might easily benefit the most on a proportionate basis,
 
mainly because there is so much room for improvement, and be­
cause so much of the management of range land depends primarily
 
on the one product of remote sensing, information. The total
 
value of benefits will be greater for farm or crop applications,
 
but many of the range applications will likely be operational
 
at an earlier date.-

There will be some efficiency gained in the related
 
secondary industries, but not nearly to the extent estimated for
 
the farm sector of agricultural production. The quality of
 
range stock production is not expected to be affected to as great
 
an extent as is anticipated for agricultural crops. Instead,
 
the benefits to range management will be in the form of lower
 
costs of production and a much larger volume of production from
 
existing resources.
 
PART FIVE
 
APPLICATIONS
 
The following tables contain lists of selected ap­
plications for which there appears to be a probability of fin­
ancial reward. Many other applications were considered but
 
did not show sufficient promise of benefits to warrant attempts
 
at further analysis at this time.
 
The tables indicate whether the application was sug­
gested from activities already carried out, from management or
 
research-oriented people, or from personnel working on the
 
project. The second column generally indicates at least one
 
U.S.D.A. agency that would be expected to be concerned with the
 
particular application considered. In many cases there are
 
other agencies that have, or will develop, an interest in the
 
application.
 
The dollar estimates are based on anticipated annual
 
gross returns to resources through both savings and improvements.
 
Whenever possible, the estimates are supported by published
 
data of Various agencies of the U.S.D.A. Other sources also
 
have been used. Estimates of dollar benefits have not been at­
tempted for a number of.the applications because it was not
 
possible to find any source of dollar values to use as a base.
 
In many other instances the estimates are based on.judgments
 
of staff members. The benefits listed for applications on a
 
world basis have been held tq very low levels because of the
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extreme uncertainty of their being carried out and the lack
 
of supporting figures. In most cases the world benefits are
 
based on data similar to those used for the U.S. benefits.
 
Certain assumptions hadto be made in order to gen­
erate figures for savings and improvements of practically all
 
applications listed. Basic assumptions applied primarily in
 
relation to economic considerations included:
 
1. 	That any presently information procurement and dissemin­
ation activity is worth the cost incurred.
 
2. 	That information obtained from remote sensing will be used.
 
3. 	That benefits can be derived from savings and/or improve­
ments.
 
4. 	 That there is a need (domestid and world-wide) for increase 
production of food and fiber. 
5. 	That the reduction of land, labor, and capital necessary
 
for production of supplies of food and fiber constitutes
 
a benefit.
 
6. 	That the value of savings and/or improvements generated
 
through the use of remote sensing will be applied to
 
gross benefits.
 
There are other costs and benefits that could be establishe(
 
and these figures also could be based on figures published by
 
various government agencies. The figures presented here in­
dicate at least the magnitude of the potential values, and
 
they are usually supported by data. Obviously, many of the
 
applications may have greater values, while some may be over­
valued.
 
It should be made clear that the values, where indicated,
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cannot be summe to obtain a total Jr6 s benefit to agriculture
 
from remote sensing. There's~bverlap of'applications among
 
the three resource areas, and no values can yet be stated for
 
many of the applications' InImany ihstandes one application
 
would provide the information considered as a separate application
 
in other instances. Thus a complete land resources inventory
 
might fulfill many of the requirements listed separately in the
 
following tables. Also, as indicated in Part Three, complete
 
economic analysis will require specification of operation/sen­
sor packages, data dissemination procedures, and exact applica­
tions to be considered. In addition, much more detailed examin­
ation of potential cost-savings and improvements will be required.
 
The figures here are simply a first approximation of gross bene­
fits derivable from applicati6ns of remote sensing.
 
Experts were consulted in many fields of study where appli­
cations showed promise of value. Their 'judgments were relied
 
upon in making estimates of the value of savings and improvements.
 
Their opinions were offered under circunistances that do not
 
fairly permit them to be quoted. Backup material based' on notes
 
made during discussions with the experts has been prepared and
 
is on file.
 
This report considered a large number of applications in
 
relation to the production of food and fiber. The project was
 
carried out at the request of the U.S.D.A., but this should not
 
be construed to mean that the applications considered would be
 
of benefit only to agencies of the U.S.D.A. There are many
 
other departments, especially the U.S. Department of Interior,
 
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, that would
 
find sources of benefits from many of the applications listed.
 
Table I. Agricultural Applications
 
Estimates of annual gross benefits of remote sensing to agricul­
ture, based on value of savings and/or improvements.
 
N = no source of estimate available
 
P = based on project staff judgment
 
H = supported by published information or from experts
 
in the field.
 
* = no estimate of savings or improvements attempted. 
The values estimated are based on anticipated savings and/or
 
improvements. They were established on a unit basis, and then
 
multiplied to represent the sum of all units within the industry.
 
World benefits, when claimed, were generally calculated on the
 
basis of values assigned for the U.S., with the unit value of
 
benefits reduced.
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual World
 
Disaster Applications mates Agency Benefits Benefits,
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
1. 	Flood control plan-, H SCS *
 
ning ERS
 
2. 	Flood damage eval-- H SCS * 
uation 	 ASCS
 
FCIC
 
3. 	Evaluation of storm P ASCS 30 120
 
damages FCIC
 
4. 	Drought prediction sys- P ARS 200 600
 
tems
 
5. 	Air pollution control H ARS 500 1,000
 
6. 	Epidemic analysis and P&H ARS 500 1500
 
mapping
 
1
 
habitat
 
7. 	Control of wildlife P -0 

8. 	Weed control H ARS 885 2,400
 
9. 	Famine control P CCC 56 * 
10. 	 Disease damage assess- H ARS 1,659 4,000
 
ment & control
 
11. 	 Insect damage assess-, H ARS 2,000 6,000
 
ment & control
 
12. 	 Evaluation of damage H ARS 400 * 
to ornamentals 
13. 	 Water pollution control N ARS *
 
14. 	 Identification of peri- N ARS * 
meter areas of nematode
 
infections
 
15. 	 Survey of damage from 
wildlife browse N --- * * 
16. 	 Census of non-crop weed H ARS 50 * 
areas 
17. 	'Conservation needs in­
ventory H 	 SCS
 
18. 	 Disaster warning H 200 600
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual Wor14
Resource 

Evaluation Applications mates Agency Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
19. 	 Soil mapping (im- H SCS 863 5,000
 
provements)
 
20. 	 Soil mapping (say- H SCS 10 30
 
ings)
 
21. 	 Analysis of soil H SCS 125 375
 
deficiencies
 
22. 	 Resource evaluation H SCS 4
 
23. 	 Recreation resource ana- N ERS
 
lysis and development SCS
 
24. 	 Watershed planning and H SCS * 
control 
25. 	 Evaluation of applica­
tions of new technology P ERS 10 * 
26. 	 Topographic studies N
 
27. 	 Detailed plane leveling P SCS 125 * 
for intensive croppinf 
28. 	 Erosion hazard analysis H SCS 500
 
29. 	 Irrigation needs inven- P ERS 250 1,000
 
tory SCS
 
*30. 	 Plant ecology analysis N -- * 

31. 	 Detection of salinity & P ARS 100 *
 
other special soil fea- SCS
 
tures
 
32. 	 Seasonality studies of N ARS
 
growth rates
 
33. 	 Recreation site evalu- P SCS 10 *
 
ation
 
34. 	 Surveillance of algae H ARS 15
 
and aquatic weed plant
 
growth
 
35. 	 Bird cover and habitat P ARS 100 300
 
analysis
 
--
Source
 
of

Resource Evaluation, Esti-

Applications (Cont.) mates 

36. 	 Detection of areas of P 

unusual plant growth
 
37. 	 Water impoundment H 

area studies
 
38. 	 Runoff and seepage H 

analysis
 
39. 	 Sedimentation studies H 

40. 	 Water quality evaluation -N 

41. 	 Climatic analysis N 

42. 	 Agricultural geography N 

43. 	 Crop inventories N 

44. 	 Census applications H 

45. 	 Drainage planning H 

46. 	 Calculation of discharge P 

capacity of valleys
 
Interested
 
USDA 

Agency 

ARS 

SCS 

SCS 

SCS 

ARS 

SRS 

SRS 

SCS 

SCS 

Ahnual U.S. AnnualMorld
 
Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
100 	 500
 
5 	 * 
500
 
1 . 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
1 * 
2 
10 	 * 
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Source
 
of Interested -
Agricultural - Esti- USDA Annual U.S.. Annual World 
Policy ADlications mates Agency Benefits Benefits 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
40
47. 	 Land classification H ERS 12 

48. 	 Land cover mapping H .... 14
 
49. 	 Tax assessment mapping H --- 82
 
50. 	 Ownership mapping (see .
 
plat mapping)
 
N --­51. 	 Nuisance mapping 

52. 	 Compliance control H ASCS 13 * 
mapping
 
* 53. 	 Regional planning and H ERS 

development
 
54. 	 Sequential urban agri- P ERS 2
 
cultural contact anal­
ysis 
55. 	 Watershed development H ERS 10
 
studies
 
56. 	 Agricultural--Socio- H ERS 2 *
 
logical applications
 
57. 	 Rural & suburban zoning P ERS 5 * 
58. 	 Rural area development H -RCDS 1 * 
59. 	 Land use comparison and H ERS 6 *
 
trends
 
60. 	 Market needs surveys N C&D-IS *
 
300
61. 	 Plat mapping H 150 

62. 	 Population density maps N ...
 
*63. 	 Adjudication N OIG 

64. 	 Highway route planning P --- 1
 
65. 	 Mapping world agricul- P FAS *
 
tural land area
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Agricultural Esti USDA Annual U.S. Annual World
 
Management Applications mates Agency Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
66. 	 Crop prediction and P SRS
 
inventory
 
67. 	 Analysis of planting 
dates H ARS * * 
68. 	 Harvest production in- H SRS 
U 
* * 
formation 
69. 	 Transpiration analysis P ARS * * 
70. 	 Site classifications P SCS 10
 
71. 	 Predetermination of H ARS 1,190 3,000
 
irrigation requirements
 
72. 	 Control of transporta- H SCS 890 3,000
 
tion of irrigation water
 
73. 	 Capital needs mapping P ERS 10
 
74. 	 Field patterns and organ-N * * 
izations analysis 
75. 	 Water supply location P SCS 50 * 
76. 	 Farm practices analysis P ERS 5
 
77. 	 Commercial farm field P SCS 180 500
 
layout
 
78. 	 Tree crop area census P SRS * 
79. 	 Intensive localized uses P ARS 200 * 
(egg counts, livestock 
disease identification, etc.) 
80. 	 Water--borne and water--re-P ARS 50 * 
lated insect control 
81. 	 Large area landscape N -- *
 
planning
 
82. 	 Domestic animal census N SRS * 
83. 	 Farm building layout P .... 125 400
 
studies
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Agricultural Management Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual World
 
.Applications (ont.)- mates Agency Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of DollarsT
 
84. 	 Census of land im- H --- 50
 
provements
 
85. 	 Location of structural N *
 
materials
 
86. 	 Mechanization feasi- N --- *
 
bility studies
 
87. 	 Rural road maintenance H --- 140 500
 
88. 	 Locating disease and N ARS *
 
insect resistant species
 
89. 	 Controlling spread of N ARS *
 
noxious plants
 
90. 	 Prediction for pro- H SRS 375
 
cessing industry
 
91. 	 Forecasting climatic P 100 300
 
changes
 
92. 	 Reduction of losses from H 35
 
misuse of insecticides,
 
fungicides, etc.
 
93. 	 Detecting heat in stor- N . * *
 
age
 
94. 	 Inventory of grain N CCC
 
storage
 
95. 	 Livestock disease iden- H ARS 750 ,3'000
 
tification
 
96. 	 Predetermination of egg N --- *
 
hatch-ability
 
97. 	 Prevention of marketing N C&MS * *
 
losses of agricultural
 
products
 
98. 	 Reduction of soil ero- H SCS 400
 
sion losses from water
 
and wind
 
99. 	 Evapotranspiration con- N ARS
 
trol
 
--- 
V-Il 
Source
 
I of Interested 
Agricultural Management 2. Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual World 
Applications (Cont.) mates Agency Benefits Benefits 
(Millions of Dollars) 
100. 	Off-shore temperature N * * 
measurements 
101. 	 Scheduling field crop P 160 * 
storage & processing 
Miscellaneous Applications
 
in Agriculture
 
102. 	Rural roads--Mainten- H --- 15,000
 
ance & construction
 
103. 	 Educational uses of N -- * * 
remote sensing 
104. 	 Operation of World N ERS * 
Food Budget 
105. 	 Integrated transpor- N 1ADS
 
tation systems in
 
developing agricultural
 
economies
 
106. 	Recording agricultural N --­
history
 
107. 	 Planning cultural de- N --- * * 
velopment projects 
108. 	 Sample design P SRS 1 10
 
109. 	 Publication uses N SCS * * 
110. 	 Plant species explor- N ARS *
 
ation
 
111. 	 Development of aquatic N ARS
 
agriculture SCS
 
112. 	 Weather prediction and N --- *
 
modification
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Miscellaneous Applications 
in-Agriculture (Cont.) 
Source 
of 
Esti-
mates 
Interested 
USDA 
Agency 
Annual U.S. Annual World 
Benefits Benefits) 
- (Millions of-Dollars)I 
116. 
117. 
Veterinary research--
based on heat sensors 
Selective breeding of 
stock 
N 
N 
ARS. 
ARS * 
* 
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Table II. Forestry Applications
 
Estimates of Annual gross benefits of remote sensing to fores­
try based on value of savings and/or improvements.
 
N = no source of estimate available.
 
P = based on project staff judgment.
 
H = supported by published information or from experts
 
in the field.
 
* = no estimate of savings or improvements attempted. 
The values estimated are based on anticipated savings and/or
 
improvements. They were established on a unit basis, and then
 
multiplied to represent the sum of all units within the industry.
 
World benefits, when claimed, were generally calculated on the
 
basis of values assigned for the U.S., with the unit value of
 
benefits reduced.
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual World
Forestry. 

Policy Applications mates Agency Benefits Benefit_
 (Millions of Dollars'
 
1. 	Assembly of histor- N FS
 
ical records
 
2. 	Water pollution con- P FSSCS 1 10
 
trol--related to for- ARS
 
estry
 
3. 	Forest areas evaluation P FS 3
 
--for purchase, exchange,
 
etc.
 
4. 	Transportation planning N FS * * 
5. 	Cadastral applications H FS * 
6. 	Evaluating sociologi- N - ES * *
 
cal.aspects of econ-­
omic development
 
7. 	Wildlife management N FS,SCS * 
-8. 	Watershed analysis and • P FSSCS 1 *
 
control programs
 
9. 	Ownership mapping N FS * * 
10. 	 Tax mapping and evalu- H FS 8 8
 
ation
 
11. 	 Evaluation of change P FSBBS- 3 
in land use 
12. 	 Mapping forest areas N FS * * 
13. 	 Compliance investiga- H FS 2
 
tion and control
 
Forest
 
Resource Applications
 
14. 	 Forest land use survey P FSERS 7 98
 
15. 	 Forest soil survey H FSSCS 98 300
 
16. 	 Forest inventory H FS 9 125
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Source
 
of Int ._...
 
Forest Resource Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual World
 
Applications (Cont.) mates Agency Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
17. 	 Recreational resource N FSERS .M * 
evaluation 
18. 	 Forest site classifi- H FS 10 150
 
cation
 
19. 	 Forest mensuration N FS
 
20. 	 Forest ecology class- N FS * * 
ification 
21. 	 Fish habitat classi- H FS,SCS 300 * 
fication 
22. 	 Fish Inventory N FSSCS * 
23. 	 Heat classification of P FS 20 * 
plantation sites 
24. 	 Stream pollution anal- P FSSCS * * 
ysis ARS 
25. 	 Snow depth measurement FS,SCS
 
(included in agriculture)
 
26. 	 Studies of near-tundra 
 N * 
areas 
27. 	 Valley discharge anal-. H FSSCS * 
ysis 
28, 	 River basin planning H FSSCS * 
29. 	 Scenic area evaluation N FSERS * 
30. 	 Planning vegetative P FS 5 50
 
types for game production
 
31. 	 Documentation of climate N FSARS
 
32. 	 Offshore temperature N FS
 
analysis
 
33. 	 Mapping mineral-defic- N FS,ARS
 
ient & toxic areas
 
34. 	 Land use inventory H FSERS 3 -39
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Forest Management Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual World
 
Applications mates Agency Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of Dollars)Y
 
39
35. 	 Forest cover mapping H FSERS 3 

36. 	 Site evaluation for H FS 6
 
reforestation
 
37. 	 Accessibility rating P FS 19 
*38. 	 Delineation of disas- P FS 20 

ter-prone areas
 
*39. 	 Topographic evaluation P FS 2 

40. 	 Engineering aspects-- P FS * * 
roads, mill sites, etc. 
H FS 	 150 2,000
41. 	 Inventory of disease 

and insect damage ARS
 
42. 	 Control of harvest op.- P FS * * 
erations 
43. 	 Location and design of P FS 10 100
 
tree windbreaks
 
44. 	 Recording mist levels N FS,ARS * 
45. 	 Mist level as indicator N FS * 
for spray programs ERS 
46. 	 Measurement of recrea- N FS *
 
tional use ERS
 
47. 	 Stream flow control N FS * * 
48. 	 Locating desirable seed N FS * *
 
sources ARS
 
49. 	 Inventorying harvest of P FS,ERS * *
 
specialty products i. CMS
 
50. 	 Location of recrea- N: FS
 
tional use sites ERS
 
51. 	 Maximization of recrea- N FS * *
 
tional use ERS
 
52. 	 -Location of major dis- N FS * * 
turbance uses, such as
 
pipe lines
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Source
 
of Interested
 
For6st Disaster Ssti- USDA Annual U.S. *:Ahnual World
 
Applications 
 mates Agency Benefits Benefits­
(Millions of Dollars)
 
53. 	 Fire detection 
 H FS 120 	 * 
54. 	 Inventorying fire H FS 39 * 
damaged areas 
55. 	 Studying patterns & N FS
 
forms of fires
 
56. 	 Directing fire con- N FS * *
 
trol work
 
57. 	 Tracking thunderstorms FS
 
(covered under fire de­
tection)
 
58. 	 Evaluation of combus- FS
N *
 
tion levels (predeter­
mination of fire hazard)
 
59. 	 Location and evalu- FS *H 60 

ation of insect damaged
 
areas
 
60. 	 Location and evalu. P FS * * 
tion of erosion areas SCS 
61. 	 Evaluation of storm P FS 
 50 * 
damage 
62. 	 Disease detection, sal- H FS 50 * 
vage and control 
63. 	 Air pollution damage H FS 20 * 
evaluation and control ARS 
64. 	 Location and evalu- N FS
 
ation of wildlife browse
 
65. 	 Analysis of areas of P FS 14 * 
specialized control 
66. 	 Location and evalua-- FS
P I
 
tion of parasitic
 
plants
 
67. 	 Delineation of sites FS
H 28
 
for restocking
 
Source
 
of 

Forest Disaster Esti-

Applications (Cont'.) mates 

I 
68. 	 Sfudyfig relation- N 

ships between forest
 
areas & climate
 
69. 	 Detection of diseases P 

and insects at crit­
ical points
 
70. 	 Monitoring volcanic N 

activity
 
71. 	 Searetr-&-rescue oper- P 

ations
 
Interested 
USDA Annual U.S. Annual World 
Agency Benefits Benefits 
- (Millions of Dollars) 
FS 	 * 
FS
 
2 
FS 	 * 
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Table III. Range Land Applications
 
Eatimates of ahnual gross benefits of remote sensing to range
 
land, based on value of savings and/or improvements.
 
N = no source of estimate available.
 
P = based on project staff judgment.
 
H = supported by published information or from experts
 
in the field.
 
= no estimate of savings or improvements attempted.
 
The values estimated are based on anticipated savings and/or
 
improvements. They were established on a unit basis, and then
 
multiplied to represent the. 'um of all units within the in­
dustry. World benefits, when claimed, were generally cal­
culated on the basis of values assigned for the U.S., with the
 
unit value of benefits reduced.
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual Wor]d
Range 

Resource Applicatibns mates Agency 	 Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
1. 	Range land classifi- H SCSFS 8 40
 
cation
 
2. 	Area inventory H SCSFS 25 250
 
ASCS
 
3. 	Locating irrigable areas H SCS 1,500 10,000
 
4. 	Running inventory H SCSFS 4 40
 
of range
 
5. 	Livestock inventory H SCS,FS 130 1,000
 
6. 	Delineating crop N SCSFS * *
 
production areas
 
7. 	Monitoring shifts in N ERSFS
 
land use SCS
 
8. 	Reconnaissance soil
 
surveys H SCS 15 150
 
9. 	Soil classification H SCS 220 25,000
 
10. 	 Soil salinity analysis P SCS 10 100
 
11. 	 Estimating range carry- H FS,SCS 500 5,000
 
ing capacity
 
12. 	 Analysis of soil moisture N SCS * 
conditions 
13. 	 Compliance control H ASCS,FS
 
14. 	 Providing census N SRS * * 
information 
15. 	 Providing hydrologic N FS,SCS * 
information 
16. 	 Range resource inventory P ERS,FS 10 100
 
SCS
 
17. 	 Conservation needs N SCS * * 
inventory 
18. 	 Plat mapping of ranches N --- * * 
19. 	 Boundary identification P ERS 5 * 
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Range Resource 	 Esti- USDA Annual U.S. 
Annual World
 
Applications (Cont.) mates Agency Benefits Benefits
 
I. 	 (Millions of Dollars)
 
20. 	 Mapping global range H -- *
 
areas
 
21. 	Estimating ultimate H SCS,FS 
 * 
yield potential
 
22. 	 Determination of trend P SCS,S 10 100
 
in condition
 
23. 	 Improving weather P --- 20 
 200
 
forecasting
 
24. 	 Wildlife inventory H FSSCS 75
 
25. 	 Mapping areas of P SCS 10 * 
mineral imbalance 
26. 	 Mapping vegetative N --- *
 
zones
 
27. 	 Mapping cover and P FS * * 
condition 
28. 	 Identifying areas of high N ERS * * 
response to inputs
 
29. 	 Evaluating tundra range H 
 ---	 * 300
 
30. 	 Identifying areas of high N ARS * 
oxygen consumption 
31. 	 Monitoring soil moisture N ARS,SCS * * 
utilization
 
32. 	 Monitoring feedlot and N CmS * * 
marketing activities 
33. 	 Assessing plant pop- P ARS 
 50
 
ulation changes
 
34. 	 Classifying the ecology N ARS,SCS A * 
of plant populations 
35. 	 Wildlife habitat FSSCS 250
P 50 

studies ASCS
 
36. 	 Quantitative and quali- N SCS * * 
tative improvement of
 
water supplies
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Range Resource 
Applications (Cont.) 
Source 
of 
Esti-
mates' 
Interested 
USDA 
Agency 
Annual U.S. Annual World 
Benefits Benefits 
(Millions of Dollars) 
37. Mapping biomes N - * 
Range Land Hazards 
38. Locating and mapping 
disaster areas 
P ASCS 50 250 
39. Locating and control-
ing inet--epidemics 
H ARS,FS 160 800 
40. Detecting diseased 
livestock 
41. Locating and control-
ing plant diseases 
H 
H 
ARS 
ARS,FS 
90 
23 
500 
120 
42. Fire control N FS * * 
43. Controling noxious 
plants 
P ARS 4 40 
44. Rodent and predator 
control 
N ARS * 
45. Weather modification P 1,000 10,000 
46. Locating and monitor-
ing air pollution 
N ARS * 
Range Management 
Applications 
47. Locating temporary 
grazinf-reas 
H FSSCS 110 1,000 
48. Selecting wintering 
areas 
H FS,SCS 55 * 
49. Detecting loss of 
crop vigor 
H FS,SCS 55 * 
50. Planning physical set- H FS,SCS 350 * 
ting of ranch facilities
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Source
 
of Interested
 
Range Management Esti- USDA Anndal U.S. Annual WorId
 
Applications (Cont.) mates Agency Benefits Bene.fits
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
51. Grazing cover enhance- 
ment 
P SCS 300 1,500 
52. Overgrazing and compac-
tion 
*N SCS * 
53. Management of range 
stock movement 
P --- 50 250 
54. Integrated pasture use 
and development pro­
grams 
N * 
55. Determining land traf- 
ficability for range 
use 
N * * 
56. Stock handling and 
transportation develop­
ment 
N * 500 
57. Assessing maintenance 
needs of facilities 
H --- 4 * 
58. Evaluating compatability 
of stock to range 
N SCSFS * * 
59. Locating special use 
areas 
P SCS,FS 10 
60. Financial reliability 
mapping 
N ERS * * 
61. Measuring of light 
intensity (ecology) 
N ARS * * 
62. Wildlife research N FSSCS * * 
63. Analysis of sand (and 
surface) movement 
N --- * 
Policy Applications 
64. Land use inventory P ERS 6 50 
65. Planning P All 2 10 
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Source
 
of Interested.
 
Range Policy Esti- USDA Annual U.S. Annual World
 
Applications (Cont.) mates Agency Benefits Benefits
 
(Millions of Dollars)
 
66. 	Analysis of range N FSSCS * * 
development potential 
67. 	Tax base mapping H --- * * 
68. 	Legal aspects - adjudi- N FSOIG * 
cation, etc. 
69. 	Economic classification H ERS 1 * 
70. 	Irr4,ation resource H SCS * * 
ana AT~i 
71. 	Utility planning and P REA 1 10
 
development
 
Miscellaneous Applications
 
72. 	Identification of N ARS * 
narcotic plants 
PART SIX-

UNUSUALLY PROISING APPLICATIONS
 
In developing the lists of applicationsof remote
 
sensing information for this report, we were impressed by a
 
small number of uses that are, or soon will be, feasible which
 
offer unusual promise of truly great benefits on a world-wide
 
basis. These applications are of greater than ordinary signi­
ficance because of their effect on human suffering, economic
 
development, or because they promise 6utstanding beneficial
 
returns in relation to the cost of the problems involved.
 
The-following areas of application appear to have
 
possible benefits that would aualify them uniquely as of out­
standing significance to the well--being of man:
 
1. 	Resource evaluation and tlanning
 
2. 	Rural transportation development
 
3. 	World food budget
 
4. 	Educational applications
 
5. 	Soil'classification and mapping
 
6. 	Disaster applications
 
7.-	 Discovery of new species of economic plants with tolerance
 
or resistance to diseases and insects
 
8. 	Medica2Vresearch, through applicationsto unique problems in
 
fields of veterinary medicine
 
Resource Evaluation and Planning
 
As population:increases, and as the demand for goods
 
makes scarce commodities out of resources that were once plenti­
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ful. the need for constantly improving evaluation and planning
 
for the use of our resources has become imperative. The area
 
of the world that produces most of our food and fiber amounts
 
to about 7 percent of the land area. Seventy percent of the
 
land is considered non-agricultural, while the remaining 23
 
percent is .used at varying degrees of intensity for pasture
 
and range.
 
The.most important single long-range use for remote
 
sensing is in planning the use of the earth's resources. Remote
 
sensing offers unique capabilities for planning purposes. It
 
is inexpensive, readily available, can be used at frequent in­
tervals, is unbiased, and allows equal access to all parts of
 
the world. It has not been possible to find any source indi­
cating the value.of planning, but it is obvious that we are
 
rapidly approaching the.time when much more attention must be
 
paid to planninR. Simply to inventory the world's natural re­
sources by traditional methods would be so time-consuming that
 
reports when published would be essentially meaningless. Yet
 
there is hope that remote sensing could accomplish this job
 
quite routinely. If the information pan be acquired by remote
 
sensing, then it becomes possible to plan for the wise use of
 
resources on a.scale broader than national in scope. Ultimately,
 
a world-wide scale may become feasible.
 
As a result of.the degree of technical competence in
 
remote sensing anticipated for the near future, resource evalu­
ation and planning on a continental or world-wide basis should
 
be a ,feasible application within the next quarter century.
 
The availability of such information should lead us to the most
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worthwhile use of remote sensing that-man could undertake, the
 
evaluation and planning of the use of the world's resources.
 
,
A multi-purpose resource survey of New York State­
is currently being carried out at a cost of about $2.50.-per ,
 
squaremile. Presumably, automated dataprocess-ing should cut.
 
this cost-. A worls figure 'tor"initial information might be $1.50
 
per square mile. For the forested, range, and arable land
 
areas of the world at an.estimated total cost-of from $45
 
million to $60 million (plus cost of photo acquisition),, an,
 
inventory could-be carried out in-very gneat detail compared
 
with anyresource inventory now available,. .-
For parts of the
 
world it would be desirable to have frequent re-surveys.- In,
 
this manner a ,running inventory of- earth resources could be
 
maintained. 
-
Rural Transportation Development
 
Thedevelopment of rural transportation is an-area
 
of capital input that has been evaluated by many economic
 
studies'. The term means different things to,different people.
 
In the U.S. and Canada it means year-round farm to market roads,.,
 
In most areas of the world it means,simply a road 'bf sorts"..,
 
that connects a village to the,outside-world.
 
.-!There are those such as William and Paul Paddock,
 
(Hungry Nations, Little; Brown & Co., 196.4)'who argue against
 
the importance of rural roads. -But their arguments, although
 
in part Justified cannot stand entirely against the need for
 
roads in-.developing economies.. The kinds of roads.that often
 
could be most,useful need not be of a quality much above-a jeep
 
trail. The world needs many thousands of miles of such roads.
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Information on vehicles (Russia, China, and certain
 
other Communist countries excluded) indicates that the number
 
is increasing rapidly throughout the world, although the U.S.
 
still reports more than half the cars, trucks, and buses inven­
toried. In 1960 the number'in the U.S. was 73,868,000 vehicles
 
and for the rest of the world, -43,359,000 vehicles. Comparable
 
figures for 1966 were 94,179,000 in the U.S. end 86,830,000
 
for the rest of the world reported. The rate of increase of
 
vehicles is rapid, but the development of road mileage is not
 
taking place at- comparable rates.
 
Remote sensing could be a major asset in aiding the.
 
development of transportation systems in developing countries.
 
Although it is of value in countries already economically ad­
vanced, it would have much more significant value in developing
 
economies. Even the most conservative estimates indicate
 
that the use of remote sensing for locating new roads, and for
 
engineering and maintenance purposes, would save 10 percent
 
of the construction costs in highly developed countries, while
 
other estimates indicate savings of 50 percent (which can re­
sult in twice as much mileage constructed for the same funds)
 
in the developing countries of the world. When we consider
 
that the expenditures for roads in the free world -outside the
 
U.S. amounted to an estimated $13.6 billion (U.S.) dollars in 1966,
 
even a 10 percent improvement becomes a $1.4 billion direct
 
benefit.
 
There are other major considerations. The.construc­
tion of roads as a government capital investment is one -of.the
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few cases where the multiplier effect has been clearly identi­
fied. Economic studies have-revealed that even low quality
 
single-lane roads can account for increases in production and
 
reductions in marketing and transportation costs amounting to
 
several times the cost of the road annually. In addition,
 
there is documented evidence that by using self-help methods
 
of building feeder roads,.benefits--in terms of.miles of roads
 
constructed,--can be nearly tripled. If these conditions hold,
 
then the $1.4 billion direct benefit of-remote sensing applied
 
to roads could amount to a multiplied benefit of $9 to $10
 
billion annually. These are only the estimates based on mini­
mum benefits. There are numerous studies that show-benefits of
 
three hundred oercent or better from production in areas where
 
new roads are opened. Other benefits, not measured in dollars,
 
also-are numerous. Thus if we considered the possibility that
 
road expenditures might generate values at two to three hundred
 
percent of their cost in developing economies, we could claim
 
benefits annually of several times those stated above.
 
Since much of the worldis still considered to be in
 
the process of economic development, and in considering the
 
great need for even the simplest noad to allow the marketing
 
of agricultural and other resourc.qe products, the use of remote
 
sensing for development of better transportation systems is
 
undoubtedly one of great potential,benefits to the world.
 
It may be argued that the Department of Agriculture
 
is not in the business of building roads. It can also be
 
argued that it probably should be very much interested in en­
coftraging the-development of roads, especially in programs to
 
assist economically developing countries of the world. The
 
following table compares the miles of roads of varying classes
 
for the U.S. and countries of the non-communist world that
 
reported mileage for 1966.
 
Miles of Various Classes of Roads Reported by the
 
U.S. and 'Countries of the Free World, 1966.
 
Gravel or Earth-
Paved Stabilized Graded 
Roads S!rfacO or Drained Unimproved Total 
(miles) (miles) (miles) (miles) (miles) 
U.S. 1,454,600 1,321,457 448,365 449,984 3,689,666
 
Percent 39.4 35.8 12.2 12.6 100.0
 
Rest of
 
World 1.680,534 1,365,150 1,843,129 1,449,984 6,338,697
 
Percent 26.5 21.5 29.1 22.9 100.0
 
Source: Available on request.
 
The World Food Budget
 
It has long been the hope of madi' that the time would
 
&bme when information on crop conditions could be obtained in
 
time to allow the transfer of food from surplus to deficit areas
 
of the world. With the capabilities anticipated for the near
 
future in the field of reiote sensing, we now can start work
 
on developing technical ability to operate a world food budget.
 
The dollar rewards of such a program could be estim­
ated1 based on the current costs of transporting food'into
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deficit areas and distributing it to those in need. But the
 
dollar benefits seem of minor importance in this instance, for
 
the true reward would be the alleviation of human suffering.
 
The task of developing an operational world food
 
budget is not as great as one could expect. The difference be­
tween surplus and deficit is realistically small and manageable
 
on a world basis. Most frequent deficit areas are already
 
known, as are surplus areas. The operation could be established
 
initially using high-altitude aircraft and developed to the
 
point of being operational by the time remote sensing from
 
satellites is operational.
 
Preliminary work could be carried out on the basis of
 
sample areas, using information of planting dates and subsequent
 
climatic and growth conditions as the basis for forewarning of
 
shortages or surpluses.. From this, patterns of expected demand
 
should be forthcoming, and also the location of surplus pro­
duction. This information could be available in time to make
 
the necessary decisions to'have food available when needed in
 
deficit areas.
 
Educational Applications
 
The use of various forms of remote sensing as educa­
tional tools has been almost completely overlooked by most
 
nations of the world. The best example of the application of
 
remotel4biing as a regular part of the school teaching
 
progiam'was found in Ontario, Canada, and the original work
 
was statted by Mr. Barry Sully in Arnprior.
 
Thisapplication could make it possible for any
 
school science class to study the earth's resources for any part
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of the world. A great number of approaches appear feasible.
 
Using air photos for analysis of socio-economic patterns;
 
learning how to do aensus counts- and locating, mapping, and
 
evaluating forest resources are but a'few possibilities. Com­
parable applications should be forthcoming when applied to
 
outer space as well.
 
In addition, the development of appropriate teaching
 
techniques for assistance to developing countries could prove
 
a major aid in increasing the rate of economic development.
 
If remote sensors can produce the kinds of information
 
expected of them, then it is not out of order to.anticipate
 
various ways of putting that information to use. There needs
 
to be a thorough study of how information obtained by remote
 
sensors can be used for educational purposes. This could be
 
an activity of the Department of Agriculture, for its most
 
likely application would be in the agriculturally developing
 
countries of the world.
 
A first step toward implementing this work would be a
 
survey of the educational requirements of various groups and
 
analysis of the fulfillment of such requirements through appli­
cations based on remote sensing.
 
Soil Classification and Mapping
 
There are two major sources of benefits from remote
 
sensing in relation to soil classification and mapping. One is
 
the greatly reduced cost of making the maps, and the other is
 
the value of soil map information to the users. Few of the
 
world's agricultural areas have soil maps suitable for use in
 
planning or management of agricultural activities.
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For the U.S. direct annual savings of costs in pro­
ducing maps (based on a 25 year cycle of survey) amounted to
 
With annual
an annual saving of $10,250,000 for the 50-states. 

benefits from the use of soil maps calculated at the nominal
 
values of $5/acre for irrigated land, $1/acre for nonirrigated
 
farmland and $0.15/acre- for range land and woodland, the con­
servative benefit for the 50 U.S. state is $863,589,000 annually.
 
The value of cost.-savings in producing soil maps and benefits
 
from the use of soil maps is about $874 million annually.
 
the world agricul-
If similar-jfigures are applied to 

tural areas, the use:benefits alone.,would amount to $7.1
 
billions annually. :This is based on annual values of $5 per
 
acre 
for 285 million acres of irrigated land, $1 per acre for
 
3,205 million acres of arable land and $0.15 per acre for
 
This does not
16,398 million acres of forest and range land. 

take into account any of the secondary benefits to be expected.
 
Nor does this estimation consider the possible feasibility of
 
future soil maps being made more accurately from remote sensing
 
and with far less field work than is now the case.
 
Soil mapping is one .of the great uses of remote sen­
sing, and the far-reaching benefits are only partially measured
 
in dollar terms. None of the secondary values were included
 
here, but they would be substantial.
 
Applications Relative to Disaster Problems
 
Disasters in agriculture develop from many causes,
 
not all of~which can be adjusted. Better information could
 
play a major part in many types of disaster situations, from
 
search and rescue operations to control of livestock epidemics.
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Assessing damage to crops from weather, climatic variability,
 
disease, insects, or wildlife migration evaluation of flood
 
damage monitoring thermal activity of volcanoes with histories
 
fire control, earthquake damage evaluation, limit.­of eruptions 

ing disease epidemics, correcting pollution problems, and many
 
more all come under the broad listing of disaster-related
 
activities for which more information would be useful.
 
No figures are available on the total cost of disas­
ters to the worid, nor are there estimates of the potential
 
There
dollar value of better information about disasters. 

seems to be no adequate approach to identifying values for
 
these uses. However, disaster applications, according to our
 
are one of the most rewarding possible
best considerations, 

uses for remote sensing.
 
Detection of Ec6nomic Plants Resistant to Disease and Insect
 
Damage
 
One of the unique capabilities Of remote sensors is
 
the ability to locate areas of economic crpps affected by plant
 
The corollary situation is the
diseases and/or insect damage. 

ability to select areas of economic plants that do not show
 
the effects of attacks by disease or insects. This ability
 
leads to the use of remote sensing to select plant breeding
 
stock from disease-free areas or, more significantly, to
 
select strains of species that have natural immunity to diseases
 
or insects.
 
If. for example, a major breakthrough such as locating
 
a disease-free strain of rice, wheat. soybeans or peanuts
 
could be credited to remote sensing, it would have major annual
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benefits. It is importint to identifv diseases. ut it is
 
more important to find olant- species that do not have diseases.
 
This could&easilv be the-most: important sinle application for
 
agricultural use. It could offer major -increases in-vy.lds
 
and.reli.vf of polulation-pressure on.the land and could
 
4
develQ-op?*major economic consequences in many parts of the world.
 
:, -,Diseases of major 'field crops actounted for annual
 
losses to U.S. agriculture of close to $2 billion in 1951-1960.
 
Losses to alfalfa and hay plants were similarly estimated at
 
about $615 million, and ot-her disease lo-sses to economit-plants
 
amounted to an additional $961 million. Not all of these losses
 
could be avoided but the effect of findinv a disease-.free
 
strain of wheatofor example, could create annual savwlngs.Trom
 
losses due to that cause of over $300 million. Considering
 
that the U.S.- produced only about,15 percent of theworls
 
production of-8.987 million bushels in 1965, a comparable
 
annual benefit on a world basis could amount to $2 billion for
 
this one crop. Certain other crops (riqe; for example) offer
 
evenmore dramatic possibi-lties.
 
Veterinary Medicine Research
 
One of the very valuable, 'unique capabilities among
 
the many types;,of remote sensing is the ability to measure
 
heat or temperature to very narrowly-defined levels. The
 
possible use of this capability With regard to range cattle
 
and wildlife is obvious and is often mentioned. But other
 
uses are of much creater long-range sivnificance.
 
Since ouridefinition of remote' includes very short
 
distances (of only a few inches). the use of this capabilitv
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could greatly change the results of medical research, espec­
ially where small laboratory animals are used. In addition,
 
it is possible that early determination of illnesses in do­
mestic stock could be done right on the farm. 
Also, new fields
 
of research may be approached through the use of this sensor,
 
such as pre-selection of sex in breeding domestic livestock.
 
Commercially beneficial uses of this sensor may
 
include such things as identifying fertile eggs prior to incu­
bation, evaluating energy output of various livestock feeds,
 
identifying localized temperature changes-on inj.ured or diseased
 
animals, or sexing of domestic commercial and research stock.
 
If these applications prove feasible, it could effectively
 
douole the rate of improvement of domestic stock through exist­
ing breeding programs. Its use in major eradication programs
 
should be tested. For example, would heat sensing prove an
 
efficient means of implementing a nation-wide mastitis control
 
program?
 
There is one major use of this sensor, however, that
 
could lead to major improvements in veterinary and medical
 
research that would prove directly beneficial to all mankind.
 
One of the major problems of conducting medical research is
 
that of obtaining non-infected small animals for laboratory
 
purposes. It is not possible adequately to test the health
 
of individual laboratory mice, for example. As a result,
 
research data is often confused or its accuracy diluted by the
 
fact that manv of the test animals were simultaneously affected
 
by other diseases. Research is slow and often misleading under
 
such circumstances.
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With extremely accurate heat sensors, it would be
 
feasible to monitor populations of laboratory animals to de­
eermine their health condition prior to their use in research
 
projects. To overcome this major restraint on success of our
 
medical research programs would be a substantial breakthrough.
 
PART SEVEN
 
REMOTE SENSING OPERATIONS AND dOSTS 
I. Alternative Operations
 
It is seldom, if ever, that a single general solution
 
proves adequate in developing the full potential of some broad
 
methodology. It is not even reasonable to expect such an all-­
round capability. The gasoline engine, for example, is housed
 
in many forms to develop its potential as a mover of goods,
 
wares, and merchandise as well as passengers.
 
The propeller-driven aircraft likewise has proven
 
less than adequate to develop the full potential of aerial re­
connaissance. In the same manner we find that improved carriers
 
such as the jet.powered aircraft and the satellite also have
 
limitations as vehicles of surveillance.
 
Similarly, the conventional aerial camera does not
 
develop the full potential of remote sensing. As a result,
 
other sensors are being developed to complement and supplement
 
the aerial camera and a full rounding-out of the remote sensing
 
field is at least beginning. A remote sensing system is inevi-­
table.
 
In examining the field of remote sensing-it is there­
fore necessary to consider:
 
(1) the performance characteristics of the vehicles, 
(2) the specific system controlling the capacity of~each sen­
sor, and 
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(3) the needs and uses for remote sensing data.
 
The cost and related returns are implicit in each.
 
Piston/Propeller Aircraft
 
The capabilities of conventional propeller-driven air
 
craft as vehicles for remote sensing are well known and need
 
not be discussed in detail. Relatively speaking, they are
 
extraordinarily slow and otherwise inefficient in performance,
 
and they are costly to operate in terms of unit-area accomplish­
ment. Their airframe tonfiguration, susceptalility to modifi­
cation, and load factor are advantageous.
 
High-Performance Aircraft
 
Jet-powered aircraft overcome many of these disadvan­
tages. It is a surprising fact that there is no known commer­
cial use of jet aircraft in today's aerial survey operations.
 
This appears to be partly related to the tax structure that
 
favors low capital investment and minimization of high operating
 
cost. Equally, there is today no market demand that will util­
ize the regional mobility and the high performance of these
 
vehicles. The latter may change drastically with the assump­
tion that regional, national, and perhaps international sur­
veillance of our croplands and forests will be undertaken in
 
the near future.
 
Spacecraft
 
The earth orbiting satellite as an agricultural sur­
veillance vehicle introduces but does not guarantee up to 1975
 
.the ability to sense at frequent intervals the productive capa­
city of the land. At the same time it introduces problems of
 
sensor supply and retrieval of information that leap beyond the
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universe of airborne vehicles to create a totally new oper­
ational environment.
 
Although the weight and size of equipment are, today,
 
among the strictest constraints, we can assume that ultimately
 
this will become technically and economically feasible. Power
 
and film, for example, require a constant and dependable supply.
 
If manned, the satellite will also require supplies, crew ex­
change, etc. These too are predictably surmountable in the
 
middle future.
 
The transmission of acuired data to ground stations
 
for processing, conversion and distribution may take place in
 
several ways. The physical relaying of film, for example, may
 
appear cumbersome. But when we consider that twelve rolls of
 
9 x 9 aerial film will provide U.S. coverage it becomes less
 
formidable and certainly given time, technically feasible.
 
Telemetry in its various forms is less satisfactory as a method
 
of imagery transmission. Telemetry introduces quality problems
 
that seem today to offer inherent handicaps. It is'here that
 
a distinction between reconnaissance and detailed mapping be­
comes important. If we seek forest coverin terms of square
 
miles, telemetry may offer the least-cost form of transmission.
 
It is safe to say that telemetry will 'not now transmit imagery
 
of a quality that will permit a tree count, tree typing or a
 
disease survey, nor will small scale coverage that is the likely
 
product of satellites through the 1975 span of this survey.
 
The earth orbiting satellite offers compensating
 
characteristics as well. It does offer a fixed schedule that
 
places the satellite over any given target (comparably sun­
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illuminated) at intervals of, say, 22 days. At the same-time
 
this becomes a rigidly inflexible schedule that cannot be -accom­
odated to weather conditions. Thus, conceivably, we expose our­
selves to the ancient law that says that if anything can go
 
wrong it will. To achieve the benefit-s on which such a sur­
veillance program must be based we find this inflexibility to
 
be a major handicap. Light-dependent sensors, and especially
 
those that seek a sun-illuminated target, are vulnerable. The
 
more sophisticated versions of photography require a high degree
 
of constancy and are therefore especially vulnerable to the
 
incompatible combination of a fixed-cycle satellite and infin­
itely variable weather conditions.
 
It is clear that the single system satellite as a sur­
veillance vehic.le will not possess the capacity to achieve the
 
rewards and benefits that would accrue to a balanced agricul­
tural resources remote sensing program.
 
A well designed and carefully integrated system in­
cluding spacecraft and aircraft can achieve the objectives of
 
the agricultural program in the near future.
 
II. 	Conventional Programs of Aerial Photography
 
To serve as a basis for comparison, the present study
 
examined the cost of executing surveys, comparable to that of
 
the satellite program, by means of today's conventional aerial
 
photography programs.
 
Certain limits to such a comparison are evident:
 
(1) 	We must assume that only photography is included in the
 
comparison of satellite capability compared.to the yield
 
from conventional aircraft programs. No other remote
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sensors have been used significantly in piston-qbropeller
 
aircraft on a production basis..
 
(2) 	The agriculture 'mission" of the space program diverges
 
widely. from that of the present day (ASCS) program.
 
(3)''The scope of an enlarged conventional program is vastly
 
greater than that of the basic program that has been in
 
*effect since 1936.
 
(4) 	The scale of photography, e.g.-, the number of prints per 100C
 
square mile unit produced by each system will differ in
 
a major degree.
 
(5) 	The system that utilizes the information provided by today's
 
system will not be comparable to the system needed to dssim­
ilate and distribute information in the anticipated agri­
cultural program.
 
The following comparisons are offered with these limitations
 
in mind.
 
II.A. The Present Agricultural Aerial Photography Program
 
1. 	United States
 
In the'United States there are nearly 478 million acres
 
of cropland. In 1936 the USDA began an aerial photography
 
program that was designed for the sole purpose of monitoring
 
crop acreage, particularly those crops involved in price support
 
programs. Today, this remains the chief purpose of the pro­
gram.
 
Some 350 million acres are considered to be significantly
 
active agriculture and these are rephotographed once each five
 
to ten years. Consequently, in the cropland areas of this
 
country, historical records of all areas are available on a
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maximum interval of ten years. Historically this may offer
 
time-lapse photography but not in any way does it offer the
 
benefits of intra-seasonal time-lapse or sequential photography
 
inherent in the new programs that may be developed.
 
The scale of the conventional photography has been 
established at the ratio of 1-20,000. This scales to I inch = 
1,660 feet or approximately 2.8 inches equal 1 mile. Stereo­
scopi0coverage is provided which requires 60 percent overlap 
within flight lines. Fifteen percent overlap between flight 
lines assumes complete stereoscopic coverage. 
These photographs are taken during the growing season,
 
and: since the growing season is a function of latitude and
 
altitude, some advantage accrues from the staggered time require­
ments that range from south to north and from east to west.
 
It should be recognized that the growing season and
 
the period of optimum photographic conditions coincide. This
 
fact exerts great influence on the feasibility of all agricul­
tural surveillance programs.
 
The USDA through its ASCS program now spends more
 
than $500,000 on its annual photographic surveys. The unit
 
accuisition cost per square mile is about $2.00, which is almost
 
one-half .of the original 1936 cost of $4.00.
 
To accomplish total U.S. coverage annually--which
 
would not achieve the full benefits available--would cost a
 
maximum of $1,762,920. Reducing it to significantly active
 
agriculture only would indicate a cost of $1,322,000. The
 
present capacity of the industry both in terms of aircraft, sup­
porting services, and personnel could not meet this demand.
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During 1968 New York State proposes to acquire state-wide photo­
graphy (50,000 square miles), and this is requiring an extra­
ordinary effort to achieve some assurance of success. Matched
 
against the nearly 750,000 square miles of U.S. cropland, the
 
magnitude of the problem can be seen.
 
It is recognized that some lowering of the unit costs
 
would be achieved on a long-run basis, but the capital costs
 
would be so great that this cannot be justified for the purpose
 
of establishing a base figure. Therefore, we will use the value
 
of $1,322,000 as a base cost of once-a-year photography obtained
 
by conventional means.
 
Once-a-year photography is insufficient to serve as a
 
basis of comparison with the satellite program. To obtain the
 
benefits accruing to a satellite program we make the basic
 
assumption that the satellite can repeat coverage at no more
 
than twenty-two day intervals. Within a 100-day growing season
 
it would be possible to monitor the crop-type and vigor at a
 
minimum of three intervals. This would provide a reasonably
 
adequate base for achieving maximum benefits;
 
To compete with a satellite program, conventional
 
coverage would reauire-an'annual expenditure of $4 millioh
 
for domestic cropland alone.
 
In addition, the FAO (Production Yearbook; 1960)
 
estimates that there are 640,600,000 acres of forest -land
 
and 632,000,000 acres of-'rangeland and permanent pasture ih
 
the U.S. Together these approximate two million square miles
 
of area A Because forestry has several special requirements
 
for coverage, and with range land requirements equal.tb or
 
less stringent than the.ASCS standards currently used, we
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assume an average of $2.36 per square mile for these applications.
 
Photographic coverage for these land use areas is needed less
 
frequently. Phqtography of gross forest areas will be adequate
 
if obtained once in five years. Active forest areas (amounting
 
to perhaps ten percent) would be better served on a two-year
 
interval. Range land changes are more rapid than those in forest
 
areas, and an average three-year interval is considered appro­
priate.
 
The cost for recording quality and activity of forest
 
and range lands of the U.S. by conventional means can be rea­
sonably established at $1.3 million annually.
 
2. A World Program
 
Croplands
 
The PAO Production Yearbook, 1960,'indicates that the
 
world possesses 3.470,350,000 acres of arable land or 5,422,420
 
square miles. Disregarding political problems and operational
 
difficulties, to photograDh this only once would call for an
 
astronomically large and expensive program. A conservative
 
estimate that acknowledges the added costs of overseas operations
 
is a rounded-off $27 million. The additional cost of providing
 
data on crop yield would exceed $20 million dollars, for an
 
annual total of $50 million.
 
Range and Pasture
 
The world devotes 6,347,900,000 acres to range and
 
pasture uses. To photograph this area of 9.9 million square
 
miles would cost $50 million. Spread across a ten year period
 
this would amount to a $5 million per year effort. With such
 
a time lapse a reasonably good world census could be obtained,
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and general capability data, soil surveys, and management prac-­
tices could-be approximated. To optimize the benefits,to range
 
and pasture, an initial three to four coverages across three
 
seasons would be necessary, followed by perhaps two relatively
 
closely-spaced- coverages at the ten year interval. -This would
 
approximate the--information needed-in an agricultural surveil­
.lance program and would entail a -commitment of $30 million per
 
year.
 
Not only is this a physically,impossible task but it
 
should be noted that the unit cost comprises a substantial pro.­
portion of the value of the land being photographed.
 
Forestry
 
The earth.s forest cover extends over 15,700,000
 
square miles. A large proportion of the forest is relatively
 
.unknown and/or inaccessible. Photography -of appropriate scale
 
is needed for -general classification-at least. Therefore, i-t
 
is purpose-less to obtain lange scale-coverage, until an inventory
 
can .be made at a-suitable scale. Subsequent photography at a
 
larger scale may be practical. To obtain such coverage of the
 
world's forest outside of the U.S.,-would cost -inthe range of
 
$.6.20 - $6.80 per square mile or nearly $100 million. (USAF
 
costs are presently,$12/square mile.)-

The initial coverage of world agriculture., range, and
 
forest.-excludlng the U.S. would cost not less than $180 million.
 
The physical problem of making the inventory with such photo­
graphy dwarfs the initial cost. It should be recognized that
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directed photography: while possible from conventional air­
craft is impractical for such large areas. The efficiency of
 
satellite coverage is based upon the ability to record seasonal
 
changes in the forest. blossoming, leaf fall etc. Photography
 
directed at the blossom time of specific trees records the
 
enhanced image of those trees and-therefore an automated count
 
procedure is possible. Thus the two are scarcely comparable.
 
II.B. Conclusion
 
In summarizing the conventional agricultural surveil­
lance program, it must be acknowledged that there is neither an
 
aircraft capability nor a physical plant backup that could
 
handle an expanded program in the near future. Given time and
 
funds an effort of this magnitude could be mounted, but the
 
unit costs could not be maintained.
 
The conventional system Is efficient only in terms of
 
the present market requirements. Throughout the world the era
 
of large area photographic programs has passed, largely because
 
planimetric and topographic mapping have been accomplished where
 
it has been financially feasible to do so. The industry is
 
largely keyed to large-scale. small-area surveys related to
 
photogrammetric surveys. In rare instances there are indications
 
of a revision in methodoloy--using photography for other than
 
standard mapping purposes. An agricultural surveillance program
 
differs so greatlk in concept that, except for utilizing the same
 
media for some of its data acquision, it has little in common
 
with today's system.
 
! Directed Photography--A Fourth Dimension in Aerial Photography'
 
by D.J. Belcher, presented at ASP Annual Convention, Washington,
 
D.C., 1960.
 
4 
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It must be considered that the use of current photo­
grapic'"methods would also degrade the economic basis of compar­
ison. For example, the array of sensors planned for the agri­
cultural surveillance program could not be mounted in the same 
aircraft carr-ying today"s cameras. Current photography is 
usually obtained frbm a single engine aircraft or a small twin­
engined-type. These are deficient in;both weight and cubic 
capacity. 
The piston-propeller--driven aircraft is slow. It has
 
a limited ability to reach a project area,from its base of op­
-eration, thus it is greatly handicapped by its inability to
 
take advantage of short periods of photographic weather. Further
 
it can make comparatively little progress when its cruising speed
 
is limited to the 130-160 knot range,; :For this reason the lim­
ited effectiveness of this aircraft requiresa.proportionally
 
larger number of units to accomplish the stated mission. We
 
assume a rational distribution of these aircraft within the
 
cropland regions and an ability to shift base-.seasonally.
 
III. 	 Intermediate Altitude Remote Sensing Operations
 
Except for military purposes, there are no jet-powered
 
aircraft converted:to remote sensing purposes. Propeller-driven
 
aircraft lose time and efficiency in operating at high altitudes;
 
as a result, 20,000 feet is an average maximum operational al­
titude and 10,000 to 15,00O feet is common. Short focal-length
 
lenses, the 3-.inch, for,example, enable conventional aircraft
 
to obtain-small-scale (broad coverage) photography at these
 
elevations.. Thud, given adequate periods of good photographic
 
weather, large areas can be photographed economically. However,
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except in dry regions, the weather, even in the growing season,
 
does not endure dependably. The conventional aircraft centrally
 
based requires so much time to reach the target area that it
 
cannot acquire photography in brief periods of good weather.
 
The pure jet operating at some 600 knots can reach
 
the target and accomplish on an average mission many times the
 
coverage possible by today's system. Assuming both aircraft to
 
be based at the same station, an open weather situation 200
 
miles away would indicate possible photography for both. If
 
the clear area endured for three hours following the advisory,
 
the jet would accomplish nearly ten times the coverage of the
 
slower aircraft--roughly 1,250 line miles of coverage versus
 
150 line miles.
 
The pure jet operates economically at altitudes of 
30 - 40,000 feet as opposed to the ordinary 12,000 of the present 
system. Since it accomplishes more at lower operating costs, 
the economics of the investment for the agricultural program 
seem highly advantageous. 
Higher operational altitudes were studied but these
 
offer few advantages and many disadvantages, especially in'that
 
non-conventional aircraft are required for such an altitude
 
range.
 
III.A. A Domestic Program
 
Croplands
 
The 350 million acres of active cropland in the U.S.
 
are expanded to approximately 600,000 square miles in our cal­
culations because of the inevitable inclusion of border areas
 
in this type of coverage. A wide range of estimates has been
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considered for unit costs in this category. Data from remote
 
Canadian projects.-large-scale overseas projects, and from pro­
fessional commercial'sources indicate that a program of this
 
scope using Jet aircraft on a-more or less continuing basis,
 
would~achieve a.unit cost as low as 25 cents per square mile.
 
To avoid pressing for the lowest possible figure, we have selec­
ted the unit rate of 50 cents per square mile as realistic,
 
readily defensible, and'-bove the threshold of controversy.
 
At this rate, active cropland coverage on a once-a­
year basis would-cost not more than $300,000. TonrDgvoide a 4
 
times (annual) coverage that would be equal to or better than
 
satellite coverage'," tHe-cost would be $1,200,000.anually or
 
somewhat less than the assumed once-a-year coverage by conven­
tional aircraft.
 
Forests and Range Land
 
The inventory of U.S. forest lands on a once-over
 
basis would cost $500,000. To.develop an inventory of the forest
 
based upon directed or time-sequence photography would require
 
perhaps three coverages in the initial year. The benefits of
 
this method of inventory appear to justify the multiple initial
 
cost of $1.5 million. This modified forestry program is totally
 
impractical with conventional aircraft, and its feasibility when
 
totally dependent upon-satellite timing of coverage is question­
able.
 
Since forestry coverage would be spread over a five
 
year period the annual commitment would be $300,000.
 
Range land in the U.S. also approximates 1 million
 
square miles of area and $500,-000 photographic costs. The
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assumptioh that one coverage in a three year span is adequate
 
would require an annual expenditure of $167,000.
 
III.B. 	A iWorld Program
 
4 he use of jAt aircraft &t intermediate altitudes in.
 
overseas programs raises the concept of dgricultdral surveillance
 
into a practical realm. Lower fuel and maintenance costs are
 
basic. A much wider range of operations permits these-aircraft
 
to be based at the more widely scattered airports where adequate
 
maintenance support can be had and better weather information
 
is available.
 
Two aircraft in India and three to four in South and
 
Central America form a pattern of distribution. The annual
 
climatic cycles offer an opportunity for a few aircraft to
 
concentrate in important areas during the growing season, to
 
move to, say, tropical forests and then, like migrant workers,
 
to follow the harvest as it relates to the season.
 
A single great advantage in t.h use of such aircraft
 
in the surveillance system is that they cbn be used selectively
 
for those countries desiring such inform tion, thus minimizing
 
political conflict.
 
Croplands
 
The world estimates of cropland approximate 5.5
 
million square miles. This breaks down into a crop-type distri­
bution in which principal crop areas are zeasohablv well defined.
 
Overlooking adverse political situations the cost of this cov­
erage annually would be $2.75 million. For a world inventory
 
aimed at forecasting yield and delineating distress areas a
 
three times coverage of the gross'area (one less than U.S.
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coverage because of more generalized requirements) would amount
 
to $7:.25 million. Under this type of program the:agricultural
 
surveillance system would inevitably convert to a one-time
 
base coverage followed by sampling of type areas, thus reducing
 
the annual cost to a small fraction, say $0.75 million.
 
Range and Pasture
 
Together-range and pasture comprise nearly 10 million
 
square miles- often they are contiguous in massive regions.
 
Their value: relative to comparable areas that are more-closely
 
associated with transportation and the consumer market, is less.
 
A sum considerably less than $5 million is indicated for the
 
reconnaissance level of coverage: this, across a period of ten
 
years for the major portion of the area, .establishes a reasonable
 
cost of $500,000 per year.- Photography at special intervals
 
and at larger scale where activity warrants is estimated (,when
 
combined with other photographic activity) to cost $300,000 or
 
$100,000 per year, making a gross expenditure each year of
 
$600,000 for a range land-pasture program.
 
Forests
 
The world's forest lands, comprising 15.7 million
 
square miles, could be incorporated into a world-wide natural
 
resources,inventory that would constitute the initial objectives
 
of the agricultural and counterpart programs. The cost of this
 
over a ten-year period (interval) would be $750,000 annually,
 
or an expenditure of $15.5 million each decade. As in the range
 
land program more specific coverage will -be needed in "active"
 
areas. With this increment added, an annual cost of $1.2
 
million is forecast. In tht,s computation, special photographic
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missions are considered necessary rather than, as in the case
 
of range land, considering it feasible to gather the data in
 
conjunction with other missions.
 
III.C. Conclusion
 
There are some distinct advantages inherent in this
 
alternative remote sensor operation:
 
1. Selectivity related to area photographed, time of photography,
 
and weather conditions. The cost of this operational method is
 
low and its results suffer a minimum of dilution by non-useful
 
coverage.
 
2. Its rate of acc6mplishment is impressive. One jet aircraft
 
could obtain U.S. cropland coverage in about 25 days. This does
 
not approach the satellite gain under nearly ideal conditions
 
in which 4 passes would approach total coverage. However- one
 
cannot abort a launched satellite because of intervening unfa­
vorable weather.
 
3. The economics of this method are at present highly favorable,
 
especially on the domestic scene and for realization of some
 
important benefits.­
4. Sensor load capacity, in-flight maintenance, film type flex­
ibility, film recovery and re-use of equipment for future
 
missions are inherent advantages. Virtually any sensor known
 
today can be carried in these aircraft.
 
IV. Satellite Photographic Operations
 
Cameras will be used in the EROS mission and in at
 
least one of the missions of the Apollo program to record data
 
suitable for use in the agriculture program. These, obviously,
 
are trial missions-, and yet they give realistic material on
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which to base specific agricultural missions. They also pro­
vide the onlybasis for cost estimates of data acquisition.
 
It i's repbrted by NASA that a total mission cost will
 
be $15 million: this equals the total cost of the data acquired.
 
The benefits from such a mission must be based'wholly upon the
 
data thus acquired in the lifetime of the satellite.
 
A satellite, equipped with one 12-inch (f.l.) camera
 
can photograph 9 million square miles from a 125 n.m. altitude.
 
This would be daylight photography regardless of weather. De­
peflaTHg uponthe season we can expect various degrees of cloud
 
,cover. During the growing season 100 percent cloud-free coverage
 
may be acquired at a cost of approximately $1.85 per square mile
 
or about $1.72 for useful coverage. In this program we would
 
be acquiring photography of all illuminated areas: cropland,
 
range and pasture, and forest land. We cannot expect to share
 
costs significantly, so the assigned mid-value is about $1.80
 
per square mile.
 
Other flight characteristics more suitable to other
 
types of data acquisition yield larger coverage. A polar orbit
 
at 160 n.m. would provide coverage of more than 30 million
 
square miles in a 3-week period. While this would produce a
 
unit cost of coverage of 50 cents per square mile, it must also
 
include the tundra and ocean coverage of -he valhe to agricul­
ture, and with the incidence of cloud cover north and south of
 
500 North and South latitude respectively it becomes a misleading
 
value.
 
The sensor system and the orbital characteristics of
 
an agricultural satellite will require much study before an
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optimum system is achieved. Agricultural needs differ markedly
 
from the needs of other agencies. It is conclusive, however,
 
that satellite coverage is to be available at unit costs far
 
below today's conventional coverage. It is equally conclusive
 
that only by astute management can present satellite coverage
 
compete in costs with an equally well-managed jet aircraft data
 
acquisition program.
 
The satellite, in its survival time must- obtain the
 
record available to it. It is inflexible with respect to
 
weather, and it is inflexible outside of its orbital character­
istics. For these reasons the flexibility of the intermediate­
altitude jet aircraft provides some outstanding advantages for
 
agriculture.
 
In the early orbital missions, unmanned space craft
 
are planned. Film loads of up to 200 pounds are realistic, and
 
the film recovery via a separated re-entry capsule has been
 
virtually perfected.
 
The disadvantages related to malfunctioning of any of
 
several stages of the mission are apparent.
 
Although numerous cameras, scanners, and radars are
 
proposed for presently programmed flights, any one satellite
 
will carry only a limited selection of the following:
 
Cameras (Frame and TV)
 
120 mm focal length, 70 mm format (multiband)
 
6' focal length, 9- x 9" format
 
" 
6 focal length, 9t1 x 9' format (multiband)
 
12' focal length, 9" x 14" format (mapping)
 
2' Return Beam Vidicon High Resolution (100') TV.Cameras
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1 Image Orthicon Low Light Sensitivity TV Camera 
Dielectric Tape TV Camera 
Scanners 
Infrared (thermal) or 
Optical Mechanical (ultraviolet through thermal infrared 
Radar 
Scatterometer/Altimeter 
Synthetic aperture imaging (X band). (Possibly C&P band) 
In the agricultural concept of mapping, which includes 
a wide variety of purposes, the camera-carrying satellite alone
 
will escalate the mapping capability of today's system more than
 
did the introduction of the first aerial photography. Consider 7
 
ing the extension of uses along known desire-lines, and-adding
 
to these the capabilities provided by selective readingb'
 
sensors, an exponential expansion is probable.
 
Prom the Gemini photography we are provided with an
 
insight into the many valid applications that are now devel­
oping. Considering the many photographic limitations of the
 
Gemini operation, the results are equivalent to the rubbing
 
of Aladdin's lamp: the distribution of moisture precisely
 
related to crops, to specific farms, and to runoff and storage­
the positive (100%) inference of grain size distribution in
 
South African soils; the precise inventory of land devoted to
 
cotton in the Nile and to cotton and sugar beets in Southern
 
California- and even the man-to-land ratio approach to the
 
determination of agricultural population in various areas., All
 
of these determinations and many more can be vastly upgraded
 
and perfected by satellite photography combined with an ability
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to achieve repeated coverage at reasonable intervals.
 
Soil mapping provides an excellent illustration of the
 
benefits to be derived. Three decades ago agricultural soil
 
maps were completely ground-based operations. From 1915 to 1939
 
soil science was in-a formative stage, and many broad generalir
 
zations were incorporated in the mapping program. By 1940 the
 
AAA program had introduced aerial photography to the -counties
 
and to the Soil Survey Division of the U.S.D.A. Pioneering
 
attempts began in various areas and by 1950 the minimum planimetric
 
value of airphotos was utilized across the country. In all
 
instances, the photography enhanced the quality of soil mapping
 
and simplified costly and time-consuming field efforts. A para­
doxical counter-balance to this advantage was often expressed in
 
the criticism that too much detail was being brought int6 the
 
resulting maps.
 
Since 1960 the annotated aerial photograph has become
 
the dominant mediumfor portraying the extent, distribution, and
 
association of the pedologic soil units. The introduction of
 
aerial photography (entirely as an unintentional by-product of
 
commodity control programs) has been a major force in shaping
 
the process of mapping and the format of the county and regional
 
soil reports.
 
Satellite photography and sensing now offer much and
 
promise more. It is realistic to recognize that the character­
istics inherent in the proven 'sensor package" will raise the
 
soil mapping program of the U.S. and the world to new levels of
 
accomplishment to new concepts of soil mapping, and perhapsc
 
to vastly more functional applications. In cost alone we can be
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assured that initial space photography, comparable to that
 
produced by conventional aircraft will be competitive with
 
today's costs in the U.S. and will reduce the cost of overseas
 
coverage to one-third or as much as one-sixth of its present
 
level.
 
The on-rush of events based upon expanding population
 
demands new values from the soil map; yet with a projected 60
 
year time period needed to complete the presently conceived
 
soil mapping, we seem to be enmeshed in negative progress--for
 
each step forward we slide back two. The taking over of agri­
cultural land for urban development is .an irrevocable process
 
with the earliest phases serving as nuclei for the ultimate
 
takeover of large areas. Modified soil maps or special land
 
use forecast maps of areas on the urban fringe should be up­
dated each year as land use changes and urban penetration takes
 
over agriculturally suitable soils.
 
In all areas of concentration of population, the
 
penetration of urban growth into rural areas progresses so
 
rapidly that knowledge of its impact and consequent demands on
 
urban services lag far behind. The lack of knowledge results
 
in lack of direction and control. Currently, we are simply aware
 
of the problem: to solve it without the benefit of satellite
 
or supplemental coverage appears impossible with the potential
 
capacity of the industry.
 
Land use mapping except for small areas has not been
 
carried out. As a result watershed, state, regional, and na­
tional policy is framed on uncertain knowledge. In 1967, New
 
York State embarked upon a pioneer effort.A4reocted toward a:
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state-wide land use map--the first of its kind, with informa­
tion extracted from current aerial photography serving as the
 
principal data to be processed and mapped via computer graphics
 
(in the SYMAP program).*
 
IV.A. Frequency of Coverage
 
Some of the agricultural uses of space sensing will
 
be predicated upon an ability to view various areas at well­
defined intervals. To validate the benefits of such uses it is
 
necessary to demonstrate that such an ability will be available.
 
One of the primary controls is the orbital characteristic of
 
the satellite.
 
Orbital altitude, inclination and eccentricity deter­
mine the frequency of coverage. An altitude of 125 nautical
 
miles represents a generally accepted balance that favors an
 
extended satellite lifetime. Orbital inclination may vary from
 
a near polar orbit to strongly inclined orbits that would better
 
enable coverage of the earth's agricultural regions. Although
 
this study has not included a determination of orbital charac­
teristics optimum for agricultural surveillance, it is evident
 
that an orbit other than polar would serve these interests best.
 
Since world agriculture falls between 500 N and 500 S Latitude,
 
a 400 inclination would minimize time loss of the equipment and
 
also be helpful in narrowing the time-lapse between repeated
 
coverage.
 
The polar orbit has been widely considered as the most
 
desirable. Agriculture of course has special needs that are
 
geographically (climatically) restricted. For its specific
 
* A State-wide Natural Resources Inventory, New York State 
Office of Planning Coordination and Cornell Center for Aerial
 
Photographic Studies.'
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purposes major compromises with the polar orbit are indicated
 
for serious near-future study.
 
At acceptable altitudes the polar inclination com­
pletes one',orbit each 1.5 hours. In that period the earth
 
rotates beneath it at a rate that moves the surface 2,500 kilo­
meters eastward, or roughly half-way across the, country if the
 
first pass centered on the east coast. Since no camera compatible
 
with the hoped.for program will cover a span of 2,500 km., the
 
life span -of the platform must be great enough to fill the gaps
 
on subsequent orbits. The gaps will.vary in amount depending
 
upon the, field of view of the camera. To reasonably complete
 
world agricultural coverage mith a 60-mile-wide field would
 
require 42 orbital days; a 20-mile-wide field (ayerage county
 
width) would require a 125-day orbital life. TSince the time­
lapse between planting and harvesting ranges from 90 to 120
 
days this becomes a strong factor in planning the orbit, the
 
related instrumentation, and the realizationof benefits..
 
Again, agriculture has built-in characteristics that
 
make its sensing task somewhat unique. Timeliness of coverage
 
is important to all natural resource sensing and, next to
 
orbital characteristics, cloud cover offers a high degree of
 
uncertainty. Fortunately, agricultural sensing is most impor­
tant in the growing season when cloud-free passes of the sensors
 
are at a maximum.
 
Conflict between complete coverage and cloud free
 
passes can be seen A detailed study has not been made as yet,
 
but sufficient evidence is present to allow the conclusion that
 
the detailed benefits can be achieved in any event. A compromise
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between orbit inclination geared to reduce the 2,500 km, gap and
 
the use of side-looking (E & W) cameras to scan a larger field
 
offers one solution.
 
A second departure suited to the needs of agriculture
 
lies in the concept of statistical sampling procedures. Assum­
ing that a polar orbiting satellite had previously obtained
 
coverage of all significant crop areas, then an "agricultural"
 
satellite can probably satisfy the demands of its mission by the
 
acquisition of large-scale photos of sample areas. Photography
 
during periods of as much as 50 percent cloud cover would offer
 
acceptable samples. Only those benefits relying upon repeated
 
coverage of a specific site are time and weather-dependent. As
 
we have seen, agriculture's growing season is also largely a
 
period of maximum photographic days.per month. (The nine-tenths
 
probability of one or more cloud-free passes during four over­
flights is more than 98 percent.) Therefore, the potential of
 
an adjusted orbit combined with favorable weather conditions
 
prior to harvest allows the reasonable incluslon of those
 
benefits related to the detection of abnormal events.
 
IV.B. Resolution Related to Benefits
 
Once coverage-frequency and weather constraints are
 
considered, the question of what can be seen and at what scale
 
must be answered. The scale is a lens and altitude relation­
ship. A short life satellite at 125 nautical miles may carry
 
either 6", 12", or 24" cameras, or some combination. The EROS
 
mission contemplates a 300 nautical mile orbit and the Apollo
 
mission a 140 nautical mile orbit. The latter is to be equipped
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with a 6" cartographic camera with a 9"x9" film format. EROS
 
is to be equipped with a 2" Return Beam Vidicon camera with a
 
ground resolution of 100 - 200 ft., covering slightly more than
 
9,000sq. miles in each exposure. The Apollo Earth Orbit mission
 
will produce a g-ound resolution of perhaps"30 meters. A 12"
 
(f.l.) camera would improve this to a 15 meter resolution.
 
The relationship between benefits and resolution is
 
fairly clear and:must be looked at realistically. The important
 
benefits as they are identified in this report are not the
 
benefits that require high resolution. Resolution as it is
 
defined is a necessary basis of comparison, but for purposes of
 
many agricultural uses it loses meaning because it relates to
 
point data rather than linear data. Fields and soil areas, for
 
example, have "linear" boundaries and any line with continuity
 
over-rides resolution deficiency to a marked degree. Many are
 
familiar with the fact that resolution inherent in today's
 
aerial camera absolutely eliminates the possibility of detecting
 
a 2-ft. object on the ground. In spite of this one sees 1/4" ­
1/8" high-tension lines in any photograph of reasonable quality.
 
War-time photography in Europe recorded high-tension lines from
 
30,000 feet. The Gemini photography showing the Nile Delta and
 
the Salton Sea area demonstrated that crop identification and
 
aerial coverage are completely feasible with the assumed levels
 
of resolution to be achieved in the near future satellite
 
missions.
 
Many detailed studies and their related benefits will
 
depend on more sophisticated camera systems. For example, a
 
24-inch panoramic camera would produce a 2-meter ground
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resolution. Although this type of camera is not a mapping
 
camera, its recording quality promises to be more than adequate
 
for most of the agricultural surveillance requirements.
 
In summary, those who look forward to data collection
 
from space and the application of it to agricultural and for­
estry programs of the U.S. and the world can be satisfied that
 
on the first orbital missions devoted to this objective the
 
results will have immediate and far-reaching application. The
 
coverage and quality will be such that.the major benefits to be
 
gained will obtain from these early efforts.
 
V. A Proposed System of Remote Sensing for Agriculture
 
An analysis of satellite characteristics, orbital
 
patterns and jet-powered aircraft capability, when viewed in
 
relation to remote sensing for agriculture, suggests a workable
 
system to achieve early benefits.
 
Much of the sensing instrumentation is in the devel­
opmental process. Many man-years of time in the field will be
 
required to establish the significance of image characteristics
 
produced by sensors proposed for space surveillance. This phase
 
lags far behind equipment development dndfinancial support,
 
qualified staff to undertake the studies and general interest
 
in the subject. And yet without these supporting studies the
 
value of many sensors in the sky is minimal.
 
These steps toward perfection of the new family of
 
sensors and the regional ground support will come but the de­
cade of the 70's will be required. In the meantime most
 
benefits to agriculture may be obtained using established equip­
ment and methodology.
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In broad outline, the net benefits from the principal
 
applications described elsewhere in this report Imay be achieved
 
through the utilization of conventional photography obtained
 
from orbiting satellites combined with a jet aircraft support­
ing program in which the aircraft carries an array of sensors
 
required to supplement the satellite.
 
During the initial stages of satellite acquisition of
 
information it would be essential to accomplish world-wide
 
photographic coverage that would serve as basic reference in­
formation for long term supplemental data acquisition. Of
 
ultra small scale, this base coverage would serve as an initial
 
inventory of world-wide land use in cropland, range land and
 
forestry as well as other land and sea applications. The
 
storage and retrieval of this coverage based upon the UTM grid
 
and a computer graphics program removes much of the need for
 
automated information processing when the system includes a
 
regional breakdown and a systematic handling of sub-regional
 
coverage.
 
As domestic and world coverage is accomplished, the
 
availability of this reference material will make it possible
 
to design subsequent sampling programs to reduce the need for
 
massive sensing or to give validity to random "looks" through
 
cloud cover or random time sequence coverage that may be off
 
of a desired time schedule.
 
The ultra-small scale coverage would permit concentration
 
of subsequent sensor effort on a large scale format of highest
 
resolution that will be essential to many application benefits.
 
A total system is feasible; it should initially
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utilize information that is acquired by or shared with other
 
non-agricultural applications. But the ultimate system for the
 
agricultural applications delineated in this report must be
 
styled for the many specific and unique requirements of remote
 
sensing for agriculture.
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Canada
 
Hockensmith, R.D. SCS 

Hollis, W. 

Jackson, K.B. 

Jensen, N.F. 

Joh6nrnfien, C.J. 

Johnson, P.G. 

Johnson, R. 

Kalter, R.it 

Kelly, R.W. 

Kerr, H.A. 

Kins-inger, F.E. 

Kerchner, 0. 

Koechley, C.W. 

Nat. Canners Assoc. 

Toronto Univ. (Ret.) 

CqrpnllUnlvrsity 

Purdue University 

P rne.-1 University 

uS.-;Dept.' of Interior 

rnell University 

SRS 

Cornell University 

U.S. Dept. of Interior 

USDA, PEP 

SCS 

Soil Survey
 
Procepssing Industry 

EcaOon
 
Plant Zcience
 
Aprgp
 
Scieiipe Education
 
Fi & Wildlife Studies
 
E~qQmics
 
CropReporting
 
S6.l & Water Conserv
 
Rtre Management
 
budget Analysis
 
Soil Mapping
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INDIVIDUALS FROM WHOMSUPPORTING INFORMATION
 
CONCERNING APPLICATIONS'AND BENEFITS WAS OBTAINED
 
Name 

Landgrebe, D. 

Lehlbach, A.M. 

Liang, Ta 

Linton, R.E. 

Loustalst, A.J. 

Madsen, E.L. 

Manger-Catz, S. 

Marden, P.G. 

Markwardt,.E.D. 

Marston, W.J. 

McAllister, A.S. 

McLellan, J.B. 

McLintock, T.F. 

Meade, 0.S. 

Mellor, J.W. 

Moen, A.N. 

Mollard, J.D. 

Moore, R.K. 

Noxey, W. Jr. 

Mulligan, H.F. 

Murtha, P.A. 

Myers, V. 

Nicholson, G. 

Purdue University 

Dept. of Int. BIA 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

CSRS 

ASCS 

FAO, Latin America 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

SRS 

San Jose State Coll. 

Brock Univ., Ontario 

USFS 

BLM.(Ret.) 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

J.D. Mollard & Assoc.. 

Kansas State Univ. 

U.S. Dept of Int. 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

USDA, ARS 

Dept. of Int., BIA 

Field
 
Sensors
 
Rural Roads
 
Tropical Soils
 
Land Economics
 
Crop Census
 
Aerial Photography
 
Land Economics
 
Demography
 
Agric. Engineering
 
PPBS
 
Electrical Engineering
 
Geography--Land Use
 
Forest Research
 
Forestry
 
Int., Agric. Development
 
Conservation
 
Civil Engineering
 
Sensors
 
Water--Irrigation
 
Aquatic Studies
 
Conservation
 
Sensors, Agronomy
 
Range Management
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INDIVIDUALS FROM WHOM SUPPORTING INFORMATION
 
CONCERNING APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS WAS OBTAINED
 
Name 

Olson, G.W. 

Orvedal, A.C. 

Pardee, W.D. 

Payne, T. 

Phillips, E.S. 

Phillips, T. 

Piko, R. 

Place, J. 

Poleman, T.T. 

Poulton, C.E. 

Preston, J.C. 

Ragatz, R.L. 

Raymond, L.S. 

Rice, J.V.B. 

Robinson, J.M. 

Rogers, C.E. 

Rose, R.H. 

Rourke, J.D. 

Simonett, D. 

Simpson, O.B. 

Sisler, D.A. 

Sorem, A.L. 

Snow, R. 

Institution 

Cornell University 

SCS 

Cornell University 

County Tax Assessor 

Cornell University 

Purdue University 

Eastman Kodak Co. 

U.S. Dept. of Int. 

Cornell University 

Oregon State Univ. 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Canada Dept. of For. 

SRS. 

U.S. Dept of Int. 

SCS 

Kansas State Univ. 

USDA, SRS 

Cornell University 

Eastman Kodak Co. 

U.S. Dept. of Int. 

Field
 
Agronomy
 
Soil Surtey
 
Plant Breeding
 
Tax Mapping
 
Visual Aids
 
Data Processing
 
Aerial Photography
 
Geography
 
Int. Agric. Devel.
 
Range Ecology
 
Extension Service
 
Recreation
 
Rural Sociology
 
Ag. Economics--Poultry
 
Forest Management
 
Ag; Survey
 
National Parks
 
Soil Survey
 
Sensor Research
 
Data Processing
 
Ag. Geography
 
Research
 
Recreation Accounting
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INDIVIDUALS FROM WHOM SUPPORTING INFORMATION
 
CONCERNING APPLICATIONS%AND BENEFITS WAS OBTAINED
 
Name 

Spado, R. 

Spencer, J.W. 

Steinhardt, F.P. 

Stevens, C.E. 

Stone, E.L. 

Story, H.C. 

Stout, N. 

Sully, B. 

Suter, G. 

Thompson, D.Q. 

Thompson, J. 

Thorley, G.A. 

Turk, K.L. 

Wagner, J.A. 

Warren, S.W. 

Weber, R.M. 

Wessel, K.L. 

Wharton, C.R. 

Wilson, R.C. 

Winch, F.E. 

Winters, R.K. 

Wood, H.A. 

Institution 

USFS 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Cornell (Vet. Coll.) 

Cornell University 

USFS 

Dept. of Int., BOR 

Arnprior School, Ont. 

USDA, SRS 

Cornell University 

Nat'l Center for Air 

Pollution, Cinn.
 
Univ. of California, 

Berkeley
 
Cornell University 

U.S. Dept. of Int. 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Ag. Devel. Council 

USFS--Berkeley 

Cornell University 

USFS 

McMaster Univ.', Canada 

Field
 
Forest Survey
 
Highway Engineering
 
Ag. Economics
 
Vet. Medicine
 
Agron., Forest Soils
 
Water, Range, Recreation,
 
& Wildlife
 
Recreation & Taxation
 
Education
 
Ag. Survey
 
Wildlife Management
 
Air Pollution
 
Photo Interpretation
 
Int. Ag. Devel.
 
Recreation Economics
 
Farm Management
 
Linguistics & Anthrop.
 
Int. Ag. Devel.
 
Ag. Geography
 
Forestry
 
Forestry Conservation
 
International Forestry
 
Geography
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INDIVIDUALS FROM WHOM SUPPORTING INFORMATION
 
CONCERNING APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS WAS OBTAINED
 
Name Institution Field
 
Wright, M.J. Cornell University Agronomy
 
Young, F.W. Cornell University Rural Sociology
 
Zwerman, P.J. Cornell University Agronomy
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CONFERENCE GROUPS
 
U.S. Department of the Interior
 
Avery, Harry F. Bureau of Reclamation 
Boyd, Roy H. Bureau of Reclamation (Irrig.) 
Brink, Bill Bureau of Reclamation 
Cabrera, Sylvia BOR 
Forleet, Groll B. Engineer, BLM 
Held, Burnell BOR 
Howard, Paul Land Operations, BLM 
Johnston, John E. EROS, USGS 
Jones, David Real Estate Appraisals, BIA 
Jones, Fred L. BOR 
Jones, Robert A. OPD, BLM 
Kinsinger, Floyd E. Range Management, BLM 
Knoll, John E. BOR 
Lehlbach, Arnold M. Branch of Roads, BIA 
Metzger, Bob Forestry, BLM 
O'Brien, James J. BOR 
Pitner, Will J. Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Surrett- Lonnie E. Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Turner, Mary Ann BOR 
Voorhees, G.D. EngIneer, BLIM 
Wilson, D.G. Research Coordinator, BLM 
Woll, Arthur M. Forestry, BIA 
Wyatt, Jim Lands & Minerals, BLM 
APPENDIX B
 
NOTES ON THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT
 
by
 
Ernest.E. Hardy
 
The multiplier effect has long been a standard topic
 
in basic economic theory and as such has often been accepted
 
de facto without adequate questioning of the reason and logic
 
of its application. There are circumstances that must be con­
sidered if it is to be applied. It is a temptation to look at
 
every increase in production of basi'c agricultural goods as
 
being credited with added benefits to our economy through the
 
expedient application of a multiplier. But is this a legitimate
 
approach?
 
First, the almost complete lack of ready-made tables
 
of multipliers makes this whole field suspect. If the multiplier
 
benefit can be claimed so freely, surely ecomonists would have
 
developed the necessary tables to aid us ifl magnifying our re­
ports. Also, it appears that variables of scales and types of
 
macro-economic control severely affect the authenticity of the
 
multiplier. Thus, there appear to be certain conditions which
 
must apply to allow.its legitimate use. And the most common
 
problem faced by one who wishes to apply it is how to eliminate
 
the effects of substitution. It is interesting to note that
 
wheat production of a small area in Nebraska seems to support
 
business transactions that amount to more than the value of the
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wheat. But if wheat production increased rapidly elsewhere or
 
if the consumer demand for wheat diminished, surely the rate
 
of multiplication would be affected. Thus it seems that any
 
one multiplier when applied to a specific marketable commodity
 
is only applicable under conditions of supply and demand that
 
exist as of one place, at one point in time.
 
Boulding, in Economic Analysis (1955), clearly states
 
(pp. 296-297) that the multiplier is the increase in income
 
(output) which would result from a unit increase in investment,
 
investment being assumed to be independent of output, so that
 
the multiplier is the amount by which the initial increase in
 
investment multiplies itself in producing income. If this is
 
the case, then application of the multiplier effect on increases
 
attributable to remote sensing would be legitimate only in re­
lation to the value of all investments in the various producing
 
sectors of our economy that would benefit from remote sensing.
 
Boulding later refers to the multiplier effect in
 
relation to exports and foreign investments. These appear to
 
be more legitimate explanations and approach consideration of
 
the few situations and circumstances under which the multiplier
 
effect might be legitimately considered. These illustrations,
 
by dealing in an international situation, eliminate the problems
 
of substitutability. But substitutability remains a problem
 
in this theory if free trade is assumed.
 
Stonier and Hague in Economic Theory (1959) consider
 
the multiplier effect in circumstances reflecting major differ­
ences, but which do allow for an effective multiplier in certain
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instances. These conditions include a closed economy, under­
employment, and government expenditure on a public sector use
 
(roads). Under these conditions a substantial multiplier can
 
be developed for a known expenditure, but in their presentation
 
it involves only the public sector generating the input on a
 
public sector activity. Although applicable4 this is not a
 
multiplier based on increased production of economic goods,
 
their illustrations are 'confined to goVernmen't spending on.
 
major capital goods. Th&y point out that the effect of the
 
multiplier varies according to the marginal propensity to con­
sume. Thus it may vary from zero to several times the value
 
of the investment.
 
Samuelson (Economics, fifth edition, 1961) points out
 
that the multiplier is a two-edged sword.*It will work for
 
you in amplifying new investment (the two cases presented above),
 
and it is just as effective against you in cases of-improvements
 
in times of less than full employment. In the case- of improve­
ments in agriculture to be derived from remote sensing] we have
 
assumed full employment was a necessary feature of economic
 
conditions in order to claim benefits.- Samuelson also dis­
cUsses the use of government expenditure as a source of gener­
ation of the multiplier effect. But again, this is money being
 
introduced from outside the private sector of the economy.
 
More recently, work by R.L. Heilbroner in Understanding
 
Macro-economics (1965) more clearly states conditions about the
 
multiplier that apply to our situation. His original illustra­
tion defined the impact of increasedspending by outside
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influences or agencies'* In this respect, there would be a
 
multiplier effect from the expenditures of the USDA remote sens­
ing program, as it amounts to an investment in research and
 
development.
 
In addition, if we increased production of agriculturJ
 
goods and prices remained constant3 then there would be a multi
 
plier effect attributable to all increased expenditures. But we
 
cannot make this claim for two reasons. In the long run situ-­
ation the demand for food is relative to the desired diet and
 
And we have assumed one
the number of people to use it. of
 
our benefits must be the reduction of resources of land, labor,
 
and capital to produce our food and fiber needs.
 
Heilbroner is very clear in stating the problems of
 
attempting to identify the multiplier. Leakages through savingp,
 
taxes, and imports dilute the maximum possible effect from a
 
theoretical 13 times to a more realistic 2 times under condi­
tions of the 1960s. Another consideration he makes is that the
 
effective when idle resources are available
multiplier is most 

Benefits of increased production from
to be brought into use. 

remote sensing will result in many cases in putting resources
 
into the idle category, and presumably we'could claim-some of the
 
effect of the multiplier when and if these resources are brought
 
into use. But this is a future benefit to the program.
 
The most significant statement of Heilbroner's is
 
the following:
 
The multiplier is only a relationship,n'not,
 
in itself, an empirical fact of the real
 
world. 'You cannot go out and directly find
 
the multiplier the way you can go out and
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directly find the-multiplier the way you
 
can go out and directly find levels of .,
 
prices or flowsbf expenditures. Rather"
 
to track down the multiclier, you must go
 
in sgarch of the underlying realities of
 
economic behavior [behavior in regard to
 
spending or saving additions (or subtrac­
tions) to our incomes] that give rise to
 
the relationship itself. (p. 91)
 
According to Heilbroner's presentation then, it would be
 
permissable to allow a multiplier of some magnitude on the
 
money invested in the remote sensing program, but-not much
 
could be added in-support of the benefits anticipated ir-ag­
ricultural production. At most a magnitudb of.only 2 could
 
be allowed.
 
Other attempts were made to nderitify -specific mul­
biplier relationships. They were not generally fruitful. W.R.
 
Maki in 'Projections of Iowa's Economy and People-in 1974;'
 
reviews a series of multiplier relationships, but they are de­
signed for the Iowa situation, and are not necessarily trans­
ferrable to other applications or locations.
 
There was also an earlier study (1958) by ,University
 
of Nebraska researchers on The-Community Ecbnomic Base and
 
Multiplier, but that too is applicable only'to a wheat producing
 
town in Nebraska. -Correspondence with the author indicated he
 
felt there was no more reason to accept the multiplier developed
 
for that study than any other, and as a guess he suggested a
 
fairly good multiplier for wheat might be about 2. He was
 
,quite sure that when considering a specific location and the
 
multiplier effect, the size of the population was significant.
 
t

-Other important factors stressed were-nearness to large cities
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and special types of industries. He was reluctant to give any
 
indication of verification of any figure as a general base.
 
The November 1964 7'Survey of Current Business": (U.S.
 
Department of Commerce) provides tables related to input-output
 
based on Liontief's techniques developed in the decades of 1920
 
and 1930. These offer an opportunity to trace the effects
 
of increasing or decreasing production in any particular sector
 
of the economy. It would be difficult to develop them to a
 
useful level for all applications of remote sensing anticipated
 
in this report, but they do offer a possibility for such study.
 
There is much confusion between the theories of the
 
multiplier and the contributions to our economy usually consid­
ered under value added. It is difficult in much.of the liter­
ature to separate the two approaches. Part of the confusion
 
stems from the fact that the multiplier can be considered in
 
relation to any particular area the economist wishes to isolate
 
at least theoretically. Thus it is common to find a country.
 
and its economy referred to as the unit in one study, while the
 
state or towm may be the unit in others.
 
In summary there are few characteristics about the
 
multiplier that are agreed on by many writers. But for this
 
study, several must be considered. Greater production of a
 
good will either allow for a price reaction or substitution
 
effects to occur. We are dealing with the entire economy, and
 
the most acceptable application of the multiplier effect would
 
be in terms of the new capital inputs to our system. If we in­
crease production while not approaching full employment, the
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multiplier effect could become negative. One author states
 
that it is very difficult if not impossible to calculate the
 
multiplier effect, and due to leakage' it is really a magnitude
 
of only about 2. For the purposes of this study, it would be
 
desirable not to have to apply the multiplier in any form, but
 
if it must be taken into account, then a magnitude no greater
 
than 2 possibly could be defended.
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